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the birth of a culture
One hundred and twenty-five years ago, riding
the crest of post-war, Industrial Revolution
optimism, a small group of Rhode Islanders
took the glimmer of a brilliant idea and made
it their own. Seizing upon a notion that had
been floated by a consortium of local manufacturers in the 1850s, but shelved with the
onset of the Civil War, they resolved to found
a new type of school —a design school. They
wanted to create a training ground for specialists who would strengthen the state’s
fledgling textiles, Jewelry and other industries.

tdt

eyasowane
ooun
f
d a n a rtmuseum
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u
I
to elevate the cultural climate of the region.

In the 1870s Providence bustled with horsedrawn carriages and clanging trolley cars,
women were largely confined to domestic
duties and denied the right to vote, and young
people dressed demurely in pinafores, bustles,
suspenders and breeches. Yet, in the winter
of 1877, 34 visionary women voted in favor
of investing their group's surplus funds in a
rather risky venture: founding Rhode Island
School of Design (see page 4). More importantly, several of these women went on to
devote their lives to shaping RISD as it grew
from a few simple words expressed in the
articles of incorporation to a thriving community of artists and designers (page 6).

RlSD's founders showed extraordinary foresight and breadth of knowledge in conceiving
of an institution that was so progressive and
all-encompassing. They had an intellectual
spark and the momentum of a great idea—
and they got it right, as is evidenced by the
quality of the college and museum that have
evolved, with careful nurturing, over the

it

é

‘rl

past century and a quarter (pages 22-35).
enormously generous benefactors
—the Metcalfs, the Radekes, the Nickersons,
the Danforths, the Pendletoi-is and others—
helped nurture RISD during its infancy and
solidify its existence by the turn of the century. But they are only part of the story.
A legion of

This issue of views is rife with names because
RISD would not be where it is today without
the many individuals who have contributed
their energy and passion to this community
throughout its extraordinary history. While
the Fall issue touches on the stories of some
of the faculty and staff who built and shaped
our programs and facilities, the Winter 2003
issue will use this legacy as a springboard
to look ahead—to focus on the many RISD
alumni who are influencing contemporary
culture through their diverse contributions
to the elds of art, architecture, design and
art education.
To me RlSD‘s bold yet sensible approach
to education feels as if it has been genetically
inherited, passed down from generation to
generation to our present-day RISD community. As an institution, we know almost intuitively what our values are because, as in
strong families, they emanate from foundations
that were painstakingly built and carefully
maintained (see pages 8-21). We know that
we are among the best art and design schools
in the world because we balance an engagement with art, history, context and culture
against our commitment to commercial realities. We still educate our students to “apply
the principles of Art to the requirements
of trade and manufacture," but we do this
from the perspective of a liberal arts college
rather than a trade school. We still provide
“the systematic training of students in the
,

practice of Art,” but we do so expansively —
as a means of developing visual literacy and
broadening our students’ capacities for creative expression. And we are still dedicated
to “the general advancement of public Art
Education," though we have expanded both
the means and the scope of this aspect of our
mission —through the Museum, Continuing
Education and countless college initiatives.
Does this mean that RISD hasn't changed
in 125 years —that we’re set in our ways or
aspire only to maintain the status quo? Far
from it. As one of my esteemed predecessors,
the late President John R. Frazier ’12 PT,
put it back in the 1960s: “Times change, and

institutions with them. [Mission statements],
like the Constitution, have to be interpreted
in light of clear and present conditions."
Clear and present conditions today require
RISD to respond to the 21st century with
the same boldness and foresight its founders
showed 125 years ago. Fortunately, in pursuing their experiment, these women and
men created a culture here that fosters the
excitement, the flexibility, the sense of anticipation and spirit of innovation that elude
larger, more bureaucratic colleges and universities. For that we are forever indebted
to them. Through their actions they taught
us to think big, take risks and believe in the
enduring value of art and design. And they
taught us to chart our future through deference to our past.
<

Roger Mandle, president
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hillside

Class

of 2006

This fall RISD welcomed almost 7oo new fresh-

Adjunct iaciiity member Geoii

Adams '83 FAV (www.geof‘fadams.
eeihi has heeeivee e Fiihwieee

man, transfer and graduate students culled from

5,000 applications, a record number. Since the size
of the freshman class was scaled back to RISD’s

norm K 380

vs. a spike

to 42o last fall 4 it was

the most selective admissions process in

i

Fellowship from the Rhode island

state °°""°" °" the Arts am‘
a project development grant from
the LEF Foundai:ion’s Moving

10
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years,

of Admissions Ed Newhall
BAR '75 The Class of 2006 shows sustained
growth in the percentage of international students

according to Director

.

.

from outside the northeastern

US (47%). A record—

of applications

also hit the Division

breaking batch

of Graduate
t

short video Birdbeat (fugue)
has been selected for screening
at the 2002 RESFEST Digitai Fihh
_

Festival and the Woods Hole Film
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Studies, but thanks to expanded facili—

Work by Larry Bush, head of

c
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Selections: New England Artists
Interpret Nature at the Newport
gh
r useum rou
ecember 31. Over the summer he
showed in Yankee Clay, Ceramic
Artists of the ‘Northeast at the
Slater Memorial Museum in Nor-

38) R[SD was abi€ to accommodate

U65 (See
182
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students of color (23%); and freshmen

(11%);

lhis mixed‘-media collage by Foundation Studies Professor
Jack Massey is among the range of evocative works featured
at Po Gallery, 10 Dorranco Street in downtown Providence
this iall. Jack Massey: Recent Work/Collage and or.-iwings runs
through November 2; gallery hours are 12-5pm Wednesday
throiigh Saturday.

which looks at the story of Rl’s

new students, the largest group
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risdlworks (www.risdworks.com) in downtown

Providence enters its second year, new products

ning; 85% (vs. 78% in 1990) indicate they are

and exhibitions continue to attract curious custo-

happy with the quality ofinstruction in their

mers. its new annual collection

of curated ne

of academic

advising K currently under scrutiny by

faculty

laculty members, the collection includes every—
thing from vinyl bowls by Jeffrey Davis '02 ID
made from press~molded i.l’s (labels still intact)
to a maple Savoy chair designed by Nancy Robbins ’64 AP and upholstered with fabric by Ruth
Adler Schnee ’45 IA. There are also blown-glass
ornaments by Tynan Sinatra '91 GL, a Lazy Gal
qllllf
Denyse Shmidt ’92 GD 2.l'lCl ClC3.1' glSS
Truism tumblers by Jenny Holzer MFA ‘77 PT.

and administrative task force

only

in November the gallery portion of
,
,
risdlworks will feature digital artwork by Professor
Franz Werner, head of Graphic Design, and
one of his former students, Frank Wiedemann
‘B7 GD, who will show selected posters for leading
pop, rock and folk stars, from Sinéad O'Connor
to The indigo Girls. And to inspire holiday giving
December's Small Works show will offer an eclectic
(see p. 47).
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selection of ne art works priced at $500 or less.
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Byrne has been appointed ah

assistant P"°fe$$°I‘ °f E"8|i$h- she
has published poetry and essays
on the arts in the US, Britain and
heh heme iheiehdi where ehe hee
received numerous awards from

the "ati°"a' arts °°""°"~ A'5° a
veteran journalist, Byrne earned
an MA in English Literature + Creetive whhihe ehe e i,hD in Theory

of 2002 poll-takers rate advising favorably

are pleased

oiiii

at the University of Hawaii.

earned lower marks;

of students

k d

writer aneieuhhaiiet

+

in 1990). in terms of personal educational

since 1990; a full 92%

d

an wor e as one

west ceheihiee ceiieheheiieh hi

Cultural Studies from Purdue

“""'°"s“Y- she °°'“°S t° “'5” f"°'“

goals, students’ satisfaction levels have held steady

the uniiiersiiy oi Mississippi‘

with

Laura Cvlell °f"1@

FAV

Devrtmet

has received grants ir°"' the LEF
Foundation, the Sundance Institute
and the iiisii Pheieeeiehei DeVeieh_

their growth as artists or designers, while 94% feel
they ve grown signicantly in skill and knowledge.

ment Fund to do post-production

‘"°"k °" he" latest feature ""11-

g

After opening the fall exhibition line—up with
a show of work by professors Louis Mueller
MFA "I1 ID and David Frazer '70 PT, in October
risdlworks featured an exhibition of luminous
acrylic illustrations by adjunct faculty member
Mary Jane Begin ’85 IL, including scenes from
her new interpretation of The Wind and tlie Willows

52%

(vs. 37%

—

T,

C

artists in residence at the East-

l'Il€t]OI'

exceeds their expectations. The quality

.

Win

and 79% (up from 53%) afrm that RISD meets or

art originals, product designs, books and more was
unveiled in October. Created by 46 alumni and

_

' h,

.

livery other year since i99o RISD has polled students to gauge their level of satisfaction. Measured
against results from the rst survey 12 years ago,
responses from spring 2oo2 indicate notable im—
provement in academic areas, according to Felice
Billups, director of Institutional Research + Plan-

On October

called

18

and

19

Daniei ciiiiicciii has been appointed
an assistant professor of American
stheiee since heeehiihe hie i,hD

RISD hosted a conference

Web Design that Works

for Everyone. Co~hosted

from Brown in 1996, he has taught
at RISD, Wheaton College and

by Adaptive Environments (www.adaptiveenviron-

‘

Brown, where he earned the President’s Award for Excellence in
Teaching Ah interview with cai,ic_

mentsorg) in Boston, the conference presented
information about universal design practice and policy, and brought together people who share a vision
of an inclusive digital world. Speakers included
professors Hans van Dqk,

Krzysztof Lenk

chi on the challenges of teaching

and
‘

Bill Seaman from RISD; Ric Grefe, executive
director of AIGA; Valerie Fletcher, executive dir~
ector of Adaptive Environments; and Shelley
Evenson, co~f0under and chief experience strategist at seeSpace, among others.

hillside continues

on page 37

°°'°"'a" °“'t"'° appeared I" the
Summer 2002 issue of the Journal
.
.
of Curriculum
Theorlzing. This year
he is sehvihg as the c,_,_dii_ecioi.
of the national education team for
The Blues, a multipart documentary series to air on PBS.
New "‘=‘i“""gs by Fri" D'"“'Y1
head of illustration, were featured

throughout October in the Project
hoe," at i-he Peihiihe cehteh iiYc_
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- but this was not the end of it.

Vemm iln the weeks that followed, front-page editorials and letters
to the editor ran in the Providence Journa/and Evening Bulletin

urging the women to reconsider and pointing out the folly
of throwing away this small amount of money on an endeavor
that did not have the assurance of a trust legacy When the

women met again on February 7, Mrs. Metcalf made a resolution to reconsider the vote, but it was not acted upon. The
Women's Centennial Commission concluded its activities on
February 22, 1877 and disbanded - with the final entry in their
minutes a plea to history to remember their good faith in
choosing to plant the seeds of a design school. "We all know
what a beginning is worth — that a nucleus soon draws to itself
what is necessary to its successful growth,” wrote Eliza Manchester, the group’s secretary, in a front-page newspaper arti»
cle. “Our $1,675 shall be that nucleus. Will not the lovers of art
in Providence supply the material which shall make its com[I)l€’£6l'l6SS?” -i\lancy Austin

is an

at RlSD and Yale, and is writing

book entitled industrialization and the Language
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As discussion got underway, it became clear that $1,675
was a sum both too small to accomplish a grand vision and
too large to devote to a passing fancy. The first proposal was
to put the money into a trust that would accrue interest for
100 years and in this way turn into a sum large enough to be
Q
used meaningfully. The second was pragmatic and popular: to
build a drinking fountain in Roger Williams Park, a new urban
oasis for the citys burgeoning immigrant population. When
both proposals failed to win a majority of votes Mrs. Jesse
Metcalf (Helen Adelia Rowe Metcalf) offered a compromise"
why not use the $1,675 now as seed money to start an art or
design school, picking up where the Rhode Island Art Association's failed attempts had left off in the 1850s? Surely, community support would follow. Although there seemed to be
facing page Funds left a fair amount of support for Mrs. Metcalf’s idea, the women
°Ve”i°f" the W°'“@”'$ decided to vote by ballot. The tally: 20 votes for a school of
Centemia|EXDOSmOnm
""“"'°“a““e“876 d esign, torora d"rin kh g toun ain, 9t ogo t o th e p ub|'c|llo|'a|'y,
Philadelphia provided the 3 to go to Brown University, 3 to go to charity, 1 to support an
Seed "Wei to iolmd R'5D- art gallery and library. These results triggered a run-off vote
between the proposals for a school of design and for a founCharles Baily, dated July 6, tain at the park. The school of design won by a vote of 34 to
.
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theY will run the risk ofeventuau)’
dissipating what Small fund they
have recently voted to appropriate

toward the establishment ofa
School ofArt_ ~ a ..friendI,, 1’ Evening
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Bulletin, February

1877
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independent design historian who has taught

of Art and Design:A Case Study of the Meaning of Design at R/SD, 1877-1977.
On October 23,ishe gave an in-depth talk on this topic at the John Nicholas Brown

Center in Providence.

5
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embraced a kind of scientific hand-and-eye training as a foundation for education in the “arts and trades."

facing page A 19th-century postcard of Market House
(looking east toward College Hill), well before R1513
ended up occupying the neighborhood. be/ow FrankW
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successor succeeds Although others were involved, the
two Metcalf women were remarkably well suited to nurturing
the young school through its early growing pains. Eliza Greene
Metcalf came of age as the Rhode island Women's Centennial
Commission (p. 4), chaired by her mother, completed its work
in Philadelphia in 1876. Eliza had helped as a hostess at the
fair and graduated from Vassar College that same year. When
she and her father made a "grand tour" of Europe in 1874,
Jesse Metcalf noted, “Lizzie seems to be quite a success
wherever we travel, and believe is learning more than she
could at vassar." A successful textile manufacturer, he had
been involved in mid-19th-century attempts to found a "permanent Art Museum and Gallery of the Arts of Design" in
Providence and shared his wife's keen interest in RlSD's early
efforts to establish a museum. While on a European tour in
1885, he wrote to Helen, who had stayed in Providence to run
RISD, “We did the Kensington museum [now the victoria +
Albert], where... there is everything... you have ever imagined
that your School of Design ought to be.”
in 1880 Eliza married Providence doctor Gustav Radeke, who
brought from his native Hamburg knowledge of German museum practices, educational methods and a keen interest in folk
art. Although he never served in an official capacity at RISD,
Dr. Radeke’s influence was strong: he gave money for scholarships in the early days when funds were scarce and bought
elements of the plaster cast collection so fundamental to the
education of RISD students.
After the deaths of her husband, mother and father in the
1890s, Mrs. Radeke guided RISD into the 20th century, serving
as manager, director and then president of the Board of
Trustees until her own death in 1931. She sought advice from
professional colleagues around the country and the high regard
in which these men — educators, curators, artists and dealers ~
.

.

.

.

I

new concepts in art education

The early support of local
industries suggests a clear distinction between RISD and more
traditional art schools in Providence. Miss Abbott's School
(1860) at 280 Benefit Street educated "many a girl who afterwards visited Europe specially well prepared to appreciate the
great examples of art” as well as several women who went
on to become RISD instructors. lust before RlSD moved from
Westminster to Waterman Street (1893), Paris-trained Mary C.
Wheeler established a private girls’ school, the Wheeler
School on the East Side. She filled her studios with Parisian
plaster casts, considered fundamental to her young ladies’
artistic education — especially since there was "no Louvre to
send students to” in Providence. understandably, she was an
early and ardent supporter of the Providence Art Club (1881)
and The RISD Museum ~ which began to grow in the late
1890s with Eliza's enthusiasm for collecting.

Artistic "finishing schools” differed fundamentally from RISD,
which was established to offer a design education to both men
and women — to teach students to "apply the principles of art
to the requirements of trade and manufacture.” By 1904 men
filled RlSD's classrooms in the evening, with nearly half of all
students identifying themselves as machinists, draughtsmen,
jewelers, toolmakers or those involved in "various small trades."
The day students, by contrast, were predominantly women,
who benefited equally from the school's dual goals of educating for the benefit of industry and the elevation of taste.
This was in keeping with the educational philosophy of Sarah
E. Doyle, first secretary of the Board of Directors and principal
of the Providence Girls’ High School. The chief proponent of
higher education for women in 19th-century Providence, Doyle
was a founder of the Women's College (Pembroke) at Brown
University (1891) and founding president of both the Rhode
island Women's Club (1876) and the Rhode island Society for
the Collegiate Education of Women (1895), an organization
Eliza Radeke also served as a trustee. Doyle's involvement in
’El'l€ l3l'OVlCl€l’lC€ Fl’€€ Kindergarten ASSOClEitlOl'l (FfC€l3€l Hall,
1884; i’iOW Bl’OWiT-RISD Hillel) lS particularly pertinent {O RlSD'S
theoretical dependence upon the lessen method of art and
design education. The Froebel and lessen systems both

‘

i

held her served RISD well. With archeologist Edward Robinson
(Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, and Metropolitan Museum

ofArt), she shared

a

belief in the educational value of plaster

casts. He and Henry Watson Kent (Norwich Free Academy

Grolier Club and Metropolitan Museum of Art) advised her on
assembling and installing R|SD's collection. Connoisseur, critic
and dealer Martin Birnbaum admired her as a "self-effacing,

public-spirited benefactor [whose] quiet manner masked a
remarkably happy flair for beauty and originality" Her rapport
with Birnbaum and her ability to acquire works of art with her
private funds when RlSD's were lacking — allowed for the formation of an important collection that ranges from classical to

-

contemporary and continues to inspire artists and designers
into the 21st century (see p.22).
Eliza Radeke learned not only how to manage RISD, but how
to lead it. While men — headmasters, instructors, museum directors and members of the Metcalf family — played important
financial, administrative and advisory roles, women deserve
the credit for RlSD's philosophical and practical underpinnings.
Contemporary cultural historians recognize that at the end
of the 19th and beginning of the 20th centuries women created
their own “spheres” and formed organizations — like the Centenniai Commission — that strengthened "bonds" between them
and ultimately engendered a feminist consciousness. While
RlSD's female leaders belonged to such typically progressive
women's groups, their work at RISD defies a single theoretical
interpretation: the RISD sphere was both male and female,
and remarkably egalitarian for its time.
—Elizabeth l.euthner, the associate editor for e-publications at

RISD,

has researched

Eliza Radeke and other women important in the institution's early years. She has

also worked as a curator at The RlSD Museum and taught at RISD, the University

ofRhode island and RogerWilliam University.
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years RISD has evolved ace
day and evening school to a degr
graduate programs in 18 studio d
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day probably will. Here we presen
historic facts important to the de t
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’oundation evplution R|SD's first headmaster Charles Barry and
is assistant George Porter disagreed about the advisability of teach
ng life drawing at an early stage in a student s training When Barry
esigned over the issue Porter carried on the work of the school
ivi th great enthusiasm though perhaps with
less careful method "
'
Bronson s RISD A Half Century Record, 1878-7928) , starting a life
rawing class that met for three hours on two afternoons a week and
employed a pituresque [sic] old negro for its first model program
ounded in 1940 as Freshman Foundation initially based on a
3a uhaus model foundation program has since been widely adoptad at other colleges of art and design became a division in 1947
zhanged name to Foundation Studies in 1995 promotes creativity
|l’l d understanding of visual language through intensive investigation
n to three studio areas: drawing, two-dimensional design and threel imensional design also emphasizes art + architectural history and
English composition + literature as essential to the development of
ir ticulate artists, designers and art educators current dean Joanne
‘

,

-

ltryker, @RlSD since 1978 current enrollment 385
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“Beyond the core value of the hand at RISD are
the values of the mind. What makes us unique
is that our students learn to create works
that resonate with meaning." President Roger Mandle,
@RlSD since 1993
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Edna Lawrence Drawing, 1922-74 RISD-trained artist and naturalist Edna W. Lawrence '20 PT (1898-1987)
began teaching drawing here in 1922. When key administrative functions moved to the newly opened College
Building in 1937, she jumped at the chance to house her ever-growing collection of items for nature drawing
classes in space made available in the Waterman Building. Within nine months, Lawrence had filled the new lab
with 1,286 natural specimens, including stuffed birds and animals donated by the Roger Williams Park Museum;
mounted insects, minerals and shells; and living plants, fish, turtles and salamanders. The idea, she said, was
to "open students’ eyes to the marvels of beauty in nature - of forms, space, color, texture, design and structure."
In addition to teaching and running the Nature Lab, Lawrence spent her summers traveling, collecting specimens
and creating her own art. She also furthered her studies at summer art schools such as the Institute of Design
in Chicago, where she worked with former Bauhaus artist Laszlo Moholy-Nagy. By her retirement, Lawrence had
amassed a unique teaching collection of more than 25,000 specimens; seven years later - in 1981 - the Nature
Lab was renamed the Edna W. Lawrence Nature Lab in her honor (see p. 27).
Robert Reid 2D Studios, 1970-89 Always known to his students as "Mr. Reid," this accomplished painter and
late professor emeritus (1924-2001) spent the bulk of his career commuting between RISD, a New York pied
a terre and the source of his artistic inspiration: France. He described his frequent escapes to paint in Paris and
Brittany as pure bliss - "a second life." The results have been widely exhibited and are now part of the permanent collections of the Museum of African Art in Washington, DC, the Musee et Galerie des Beaux-Arts in
Bordeaux, France, and the Studio Museum in Harlem, among others. Reid's strong convictions and gracious
manner combined to create the ideal balance between push and pull in his 2D and drawing studios. "He
instilled in me a love for the medium which treasure to this day,” wrote Laura Little Holt '79 IL on Reid's retire-‘
ment. "Many a morning of what had expected to be a full day of painting, Mr. Reid would come and, standing
over my shoulder, exclaim, ‘Oh, you must stop right now! That is just wonderful; don't do another thing!’ My
other professors were very adept at teaching me the value of hard work, but it was Mr. Reid who taught me
the joy of art.”
I

I

+ program also influenced by veteran faculty such as: Luis Alonso '74 IL 1985- Chris Bertoni 1983- Deborah Coolidge MFA '80 CR 1992- | Alba
Corrado '60 PT 1988- Al DeCredic0 '66 PT 1981-l Lee Dejasu MFA '70 PH 1981-| Charles Dunn, JrJ* 1939-56 Russell Germ0nd* 1956-83 Patricia
Ginther 1992-| Nade Haley 1983- |Alfred Hammer* 1952-69 Irving Haynes '51 PT/54 AR 1973- Samuel Hershey* 1946-64 Brice Hobbs '60 IL 1963Garabed der Hohannessian* 1947-73 Elinore Hollinshead 1982- Martie Holmer 1986-| Ken Horii 1993-| Bernard Hult* 1950-66 Gerw Immonen
|
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|

|
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1965—| Gareth Jones 1988-

|

Hardu Keck MFA '64 PT 1964-| Edward LaFarge* 1942-72 victor Lara 1973Nancy Love* 1912-52 Stephen Mac0mber* 1929-74 Jack Massey 1963- Warren Maxfield* 1953-65 I Gracia
Melanson MFA '62 PT 1960-95 |Thomas Lyon Mills 1988-| Dorothy Moore* 1938-63 |Todd Moore MFA '84
PT 1985- Bill Newkirk '68 GD 1975-| Howard Newman '69 ID 1982- Eddie Oates 1974- George Patton, Jr.*
|

|
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1964-75 Brian Pel|etier* 1965-76 Wendy Seller '75 AE 1988-I Frederick Sisson* 1924-53 Lane Smith '50
PT* 1954-89 Gwen Strahle 1986- Anna Strickland 1992- Joanne Stryker 1978-| Merlin Szosz 1960- John
Udvardy 1973- Ted Weller 1973- I LeRoy White 1966- Michael Yefko '78 PT 1983* deceased
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“ The challenge is to reduce and distill those issues that
touch every discipline, abstract them and then introduce
them 1'0 first-yearstudents." Dean of International Programs Hardu
Keck MFA '64 PT (former dean of Foundation Studies), @RlSD since 1962
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“RISD really developed discipline by discipline
into the department-based system we have
now. The way we have defined our departments
is very much through a materials and process
orientation, though we are now looking at the

intersections between those disciplines and
exploring the notion of craft in more than one
t<'llSClpll!1€." Associate Provost jay

T

Coogan, @RlSD since 1980
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Eliza Gardiner Painting 1909-39 One of the school's 19th-century graduates, Eliza Gardiner (1871-1955)
at RISD. ln
gained national attention for her pioneer work in color block printing and was also a popular teacher
her. Garfrom
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they
everything
to
learn
eager
for
students
a
mecca
was
fact, her studio at Pawtuxet Cove
achieved
never
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portrait
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Gordon Peers + Florence Leif Painting, 1933-85 Proteges of the legendary painter and late RJSD Profes'34 PT
sor/President John R. Frazier '12 PT, husband-and-wife Gordon Peers '33 PT (1909-88) and Florence Leif
as
painters,
own
success
their
achieved
Both
at
RISD.
colleagues
and
friends
(1913-68) went on to become his
known early on for his
and as teachers brought the level of experimentation at RISD to new levels. Peers was
for her bold
was
recognized
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while
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which
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matter
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yet fluid brush work, which she applied
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each
from
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and
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promising
port the ongoing work of the most
Gilbert Franklin Sculpture, 1942-85 Sculptor Gil Franklin '41 SC has always looked to the human form for
RISD dediinspiration, going beyond his classical antecedents to create a contemporary vision. In 1963, when
of
President
(in
honor
as
FrazierTerrace
Museum
the
from
across
cated the open space on Benefit Street
in tribute.
Emeritus John R. Frazier '12 PT), Franklin created the bronze and granite fountain Orpheus Ascending
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that
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he
where
MA,
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studio in wellfleet, MA, where he has lived year-round since retirement.
"firmRobert Hamilton Painting, 1945-82 As a freshman from upstate New York, Robert Hamilton '39 PT was
PT
at
'12
Frazier
John
both
of
the
spell
under
fell
until
he
ly resolved to become the next Norman Rockwell"
forevstyle
his
changed
that
event
pivotal
The
other
Beckman.
Max
RISD and the German Expressionist painter
vignettes of haper was World War ll: after 100 missions as a fighter pilot he emerged with a new perspective.
in the form of
his
work
permeate
to
began
of
things
unpredictability
penstance, luck, irony - the fundamental
After the war
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woodwork,"
the
into
fades
soon
surprise
without
"jokes" or "surprised arrivals. A painting
because of
mostly
job
a
wonderful
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was
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influential
for
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Hamilton returned to RISD to teach, staying
_
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the superior quality of the students,” the professor ei
says — and it allowed him to paint every day in 197 1
another creative breakthrough when Hamilton took a
the music he loved —iazz - and began infusing his W
“spontaneity and improvisation." He now paints in his
Port Clyde, ME, where he has lived for the past 20 ye
holds annual shows. Hamilton's work enriches the cc
of MIT, Brown, Brandeis, the Farnsworth Museum a nt
private collections.
Dean Richardson Painting, 1959—94 ln a tribute to
Richardson MFA 56 PT when he retired fellow Profe
,
Painting Richard Merkin MFA <53 PT described the ci
he'd miss. having had Richardson as a teacher, hef
to be "hands down the very best have ever known”
Richardson's skill as a painter: “ln the business of m c
and line to make the kind of form that makes for ric I’
compelling pictures there is no one better.” And, of p
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importance, Merkin applauded his colleague's advan<
of humor. In his 35 years of teaching, Richardson ear
devotion of hundreds of students, along with the Fr a
for Excellence in Teaching, a Fulbright Scholarship to
a Guggenheim fellowship and a Mellon grant. His h 18
tured and colored paintings generally have to do wi trl
history and legends - from Lewis + Clark and Native
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clockwise from bottom
contemporary illustration + lewelry
studios; the late Professor
Emeritus Harry Callahan reviewing
work in the 1970s; current
FA\/ Department Head Peter O'Neill
MFA '73 FAv shooting in 1977;
glass blowing in the Hot Shop;
ceramics studio in... the early '60s?

horsemen to baseball players. He has shown his w or
Corcoran, the Boston institute of Contemporary Art e
al times at the Whitney Richardson now lives in Ari zt
is represented by Chase Gallery in Boston.
Harry Callahan Photography, 1961-77 ln the late1
when Harry Callahan (1912-99) first heard Ansel Ad ai
about his work at the Detroit Photo Guild, "it was ii ke
gious conversion” that changed his life - and the s he
2Oth-century photography. In his (>0 years of experi ll"
Callahan pioneered the field as a fine art medium. Hi
proved to be a remarkable — if reluctant ~ teacher. Ci
had already broken new ground in the '40s and '50s

Malcolm Grear (now a professor emeritus) invited hii
RlSD's graphic design faculty in 1961. within a few ye
'
own department and ir
photographer pushed for his
he invited a renowned colleague, Aaron Siskind (190
help expand the graduate program. This created a d.\
at RISD that alumni describe simply as nirvana. Shyt
Callahan, who won the National Medal in the Arts in
bristled at teaching - but he proved so inspirational
students are among the most accomplished photo
<

.

and teachers working today. “l was terrifically naive,”
et
said about his own career. “l could start out with fr

because didn’t have any [formal] training.”
John Prip Jewelry, 1963-80 Born in the US but rai"st
Denmark , lack Prip began apprenticing as a silvers rr
14, the fourth generation to enter the family trade. A
returned to the US to teach silversmithing at the Sc r
op O ni
e
American Craftsmen, an dl aterco- f0 un dC|Srl
Rochester NY with Tage Frid (who would also teac ii
l
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p. 18), Ronald Pearson and Frans \/\/ildenhain. ln
Prip worked as designer-in-residence at Reed + Ba rt

see

ing some of the silver company's most memorable
ware and serving pieces — in a Scandinavian moderr
the '60s he cut back on commercial design in order
his energies to RISD, where his reputation with stude
to match his fame as a metalsmith and earned him
orary doctorate from RISD in 1988. Prip believes th at
and metals designers need to have a thorough unde
of the material — to work in metal themselves. “lack
l
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exemplifies playfulness and curiosity, and he is an Oi
ed observer," notes protege and current Department
Louis Mueller MFA '71 ID.
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Jazz Service Organization. In addition to being an accom-

Dale Chihuly G/ass, 1968-89 Dale Chihuly MFA '68 CR was
in on the ground floor of the studio glass movement in America,
having been introduced to the medium in the early '60s while
studying interior design at the University of Washington. After
graduation, he enrolled in the first glass program in the country at the University of Wisconsin and soon transferred to RISD,
1

i

where faculty members in Ceramics, Sculpture and lD had
just begun experimenting with hot glass in a furnace they built
off campus. Chihuly stayed on to establish a bona fide glass
program with on-campus facilities, and asan intermittent artist
in residence proved to be an inspiration to the many talented
glass artists who studied with him. A 1968 Fulbright Fellowship enabled him to work at the venini factory in Venice, Italy,
where he learned the team approach to blowing glass — an
approach that is critical to the way he works today. Three
years later, Chihuly co-founded Pilchuck Glass School outside
Seattle, now an international glass center mirroring his own
rise to celebrity status as the world's most high-profile contemporary glass artist.
Mahler Ryder Painting, 7969-92 Mahler Ryder (1937-1992)
was so active at RlSD as an illustration professor, mentor and
catalyst of change that his untimely death at age 54 shocked
and saddened the entire community. A highly respected — and
sometimes formidable — classroom presence, he challenged
students to shun mediocrity while "encouraging every possible
kind of artwork,” a former student testifies; he challenged RISD,
too, to increase the minority presence in both student and
faculty bodies. Numerous arts organizations benefited from his

support, including the New England Foundation for the Arts,
the Rhode island State Council on the Arts and the National

..
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plished illustrator, painter and sculptor, Ryder was a self-taught
jazz pianist who loved to perform for friends. in the years
before his death he played his passions off each other in "visual responses to music,” assemblages that captured the feeling
of jazz compositions and paid tribute to jazz greats. This work

was included in a 1990 invitational at the Newport [Rl] Art
Museum, one of a long list of honors that also includes Ford
Foundation, NEA and NEH grants, a solo show at the Whitney
a MacDowell Colony fellowship, and exhibitions throughout
Europe, the US and Canada.
FAl/, 7977-2001 in the late 1950s Yvonne

Yvonne Andersen

Andersen became a pioneer in animation by accident, creating
her first film Spaghetti Trouble when she couldn't find good
experimental animation to screen at her Provincetown gallery;
more avant-garde collaborations with her husband, poet
Dominic Falcone, and their friend Red Grooms soon followed.
Several years later, raising two sons in an art-friendly home,
she opened her doors and art supply cabinets to neighborhood children through her Yellow Ball Workshop. Wonderful
things happened when the kids started making their own animations: the films were screened to great acclaim at festivals,
and a compilation won first prize at the 1965 Rhode island
Film Festival. Subsequent appearances on the Today and Mike
Doug/as shows enabled Andersen to reach a national audience. Schools began purchasing and renting the student films
and CBS asked her to make a documentary on filmmaking;
she wrote instructional books and received commissions from
Westinghouse to the White House. Following a national series
of workshops for adults, Andersen joined RlSD’s faculty in
1977, where she inspired a generation of filmmakers and educators. Amy kravitz, a former student and now a RISD professor, says of the award-winning artist and teacher: "Yvonne has
the magic ability to make learning exciting and gratifying.”
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by veteran faculty such as: Oscar
1918-30 Thomas Arrnstrong* textiles 1919-48 Michael
|
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|Albert Atkins* sculpture

Pearl Ashton* jewelry 1947-73

jewelry 1917-26 Bert Beaver photography 1967-94 Roland
painting 1961-95 John H. Benson* sculpture 1931-56 Iv
1980-I Ronald Binks* drawing 1962-76I Jean Blackburn '79
Edgar Blakeney* illustration 1962-76 John Bozarth '54 SC
1955-84 Deborah Bright photography 1989- Trent Burleson
1976-| Larry Bush ceramics 1984- Harry Callahan*
Carlborg* jewelry 1924-51 |Anna Carmody* drawing
SC/MFA '75 GL glass 1982- John Cip0t* ceramics 1954-64
1919-30 Henry Clarl<* sculpture 1902-12 Dennis Congdon
Jay Coogan sculpture 1980- Rudolph Corsini* jewelry
tiles 1927-43 George Deckey* textiles 1946-66 Angelo Del
Thomas Devlin textiles 1933-43 J.C. Dinsmore* textiles
textiles 1908-54 Edward Drescherjewelry 1927-41 Bill
illustration 1988-I Fritz Drury illustration 1981- |WiIliam
Wilfred Duphiney* drawing 1914-52 |WillIam Fales* textiles
MFA '80 PR printmaking 1981-I David Frazer '70 PT founc
John R. Frazier* painting 1909-66 Eliza Gardiner* drawing
textiles 1978-88 Panos Ghikas* drawing 1971-82 Judy Sue
illustration 1975- John Goss* painting 1930-52 Edmund
David T Hanson MFA '83 PH photography 1985- Samuel
Dennis Hiynsky '74 FAV 1986- Jan Holcomb ceramics 1977-I
'71 PH/MFA '73 PH photography/illustration 1990- Marie
Florence Itchkawich* 1928-45 Bernice Jamieson* drawing
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1905-19 George Love* illustration 1921-39 Fred Lynch '86
Samuel Lund* jewelry 1920-43 Wendy MacNeil photography
textiles 1971- 87 Frank Marshall* jewelry 1893-1917 I FE
1911-25 Cornelius McCarthy* jewelry 1920-43 Donald
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Wallace McLeod* textiles 1911-43 Cornelia Mcsheehy
Medde* textiles 1946-58 Richard Merkin MFA '64 PT painting
tography 1981- lThomas Morin* sculpture 1961-79| Louis
1976- John Muench* lithography 1965-76 Randa Newiand
Howard Newman '69 ID/MFA '71 SC sculpture 1982-| David
1977-2002 Peter O'Neill MFA '73 FAV fav 1973- Nicholas
Charles Parker* textiles 1930-43 Emma Parker* drawing
jewelry 1929-52 Dorothy Perl<ins* ceramics 1948-63 Lyle
63 Erminio Pinque '83 IL fav 1988-I Roger Pontbriand '59 IL
David Porter '69 IL illustration 1980- Frederick Prisley*
Quigley MFA '76 JM jewelry 1981- Waldemar Raemisch*
Rice ceramics 1977- Charles RInes* textiles 1948-60j'jFrank
1911-51 Sydney A. Rollings* jewelry 1932-42 |William
44 Michael schelner '80 SC glass 1982- Norm Schulman
Tom Sgouros '50 IL illustration 1962- |Alexander M. Simor
John skall<o* textiles 1918-44 H. Lane smith '50 PT painting
illustration 1944-69 William Stephan* jewelry 1913-31
1958-72 John Terry fav 1983- Stacey Tolman* drawing
MAE '74/MFA '76 PR textiles 1974- Byron Waterrnan*
Whltcomb* textiles 1932-56 Bruce White drawing 1960-74
1939-50 Joseph Wolstencroft* jeweliy 1911-33 Art Wood*
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“Graduate work is really the leading edge
for us; for an art school it's our form

cfresearch."

Provost Joe Deal, @RlSD since 1999
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David Manzella Art Education, 1963-89 When David Manzella bid farewell to the Art Education Department
in 1989 it was to return to studio work full-time - a decision that came as no great shock to his colleagues. In
his 26 years at RISD he had been an evangelist of "artists in the classroom,” certain that active practice in a
discipline was essential for educators. In 1963 Manzella's book Education/sts and the Eviscerat/on of the Visual
Arts had caught the eye of then-President Albert Bush-Brown, who realized he’d found the perfect person to
lead the teacher education program at RISD. With credentials that backed his beliefs - a PhD in education and
a BFA in painting and sculpture - the accomplished painter and professor taught by example and inspired his
students to ”test their own limits and go to e><tremes,” says former student Bunny Harvey '67 PT/MFA '72 PT
Today, the many leading artist/teachers who studied with Manzella are a testament to his success. His energy
was infectious, and his own willingness to tackle challenges encouraged his students to do likewise; his eventual return to the studio - to immerse himself in the ritualistic and sculptural facets of... bread-baking! - underscored his commitment to the art/education equilibrium. Elementary school art teacher Toni Dumvllle '72 AE/
MAE '76 confirms that Manzella was “the perfect teacher - encouraging and helpful, yet challenging."
Chris Bertoni Graduate Stud/"es, 1990-present An MFA graduate of Cranbrook, Bertoni was teaching at Sacramento State University when she and her husband, Jan Holcomb, received joint appointments at RISD in 1977.
Both had studied with then-Ceramics Department Head Jacquie Rice at the University of Michigan, and it was
she who enticed them east with part-time positions in Ceramics and Sculpture. A "generalist by nature," Bertoni
soon gravitated to Foundation Studies, v/here she taught 3D studios for 11 years before being appointed Dean
of Graduate Studies in 1990. In 1994-95 she also served as Acting Associate Provost. One of her most popular
courses focuses on shrine-making, an outgrowth of her own interest in creating "domestic shrines" - "things
from other people's lives, other personal histories" that "express the intangible.” Bertoni’s work is in the collections of the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, the Los Angeles County Museum of Art, the San Francisco Museum
of Fine Arts, The Brooklyn Museum and The Victoria and Albert Museum in London, among others. As dean
from 1990-2001, she raised the profile of Graduate Studies at RJSD, championing the addition of graduate programs in Architecture, interior Architecture, Landscape Architecture and Textiles. During her tenure, graduate
student enrollment more than doubled, from 121 in 1991 to 274 in 2001. "Figure out the do-able,” she says "it gets done. The ideal rarely does.”
Paul Sproll Art Education, 1990-present A native of Bath, England, Paul Sproll began realizing the role design
could play in arts education in the late '70s, after teaching high school for more than a decade. Drawn to the
US by the relative freedom of the educational system (less "lock step” than in Britain) and by his conviction
that design is a natural bridge for the visual arts into other curricula, he accepted a generous graduate teaching
assistantship that enabled him to earn his master's and PhD at Ohio State University. In 1990 Sproll came to
RISD and two years later became head of the Department of Art Education. He soon founded RlSD’s Center for
the Advancement of Art and Design Education, a forum for professional development that enables K-12 art
teachers to break the mold by targeting "ideas more than mere manipulation of materials.” The theoretical heart
of the model - that design is relevant to K-12 education and that teachers are a front-line force in visual arts
advancement - beats in RISD-sponsored art education workshops, studios, summer academies and institutional
collaborations. ”lt’s not sufficient for me to teach my graduate courses," Sproll says. “As a teacher educator, it's
essential to be actively involved in the reform of k-12 education.”
+ programs

also influenced by veteran faculty such as: Gilbert Case* 1932-47 John Chamberlin 1988- Antonio Cirino* 1912-47 S.S. C0lvin*
1912-23 Mary L. Crosby* 1908-24 Janice DeFrancis 1988-| Royal Bailey Farnum* 1929-46 |Alma Field* 1901-46 Lillian Fie|d* 1930-51 Emily Hall*
1888-1903 Everett Handy* 1950-64 Harrison Hill* 1906-19 Andrew McPhail* 1935-49 Mary Patterson* 1904-14 Augustus R0se* ‘I899-26
Lillian von St0rch* 1940-56... * deceased
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"The designer is the shaper of man 's environment.
Shelter, clothing, the cloth used to make clothing and all
the things used in daily living must be designed and

redesigned as the conditions of living and the economy
change." President Emeritus john R. Frazier '12 PT in 1960

clockwise from be/ow Assistant
Professor Sean Solley vvorks with
an Interior Architecture major;
contemporary Architecture studios;
PfOi6SSO|’Ai<i Nurosi responds
to graphic design students’ projects;
former faculty member + project
leader lane (Kernpi) Langmuir '66 IA
explaining the Universal Kitchen
Project prototype; a Costume Design +
Construction class in 1944
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Ernst Lichtblau interior Design, 1947-56 At a crucial moment in 20th-century culture — when America had
retreated into isolationism at the end of World War ll — Ernst Lichtblau (1883-1963) showed emerging designers
the advantages of looking outwards. During his tenure as head of the Interior Design Department (now interior
Architecture), he introduced a generation of students to European modernism and redirected the curriculum
from an emphasis on "good taste" to international standards of good design. A student of the Viennese architect
Otto Wagner, Lichtblau had been a successful architect and designer of the Wiener Werkstatte and a founding
member of the Austrian Werkbund. He emigrated to the US when war broke out in 1939, settling first in New
York City to teach textile design at Cooper Union and advise Macy's on merchandising and design. ln 1945 Lichtblau became a US citizen and in 1947 came to RISD, where his legacy is still felt today.
Warren Luther Architecture, 1950-89 Professor Emeritus Warren Luther '49 AR has seen RISD change over
more than half a century, having studied here in the 1940s, taught for 39 years, served as head of the Architecture Department from 1963-64 and as dean of the Division of Architectural Studies from 1964~77. voted Faculty
Member of the Year in 1988 by the Alumni Council, he was recognized as a dedicated mentor and inspiration
to scores of aspiring architects, even after graduation. Fellow Professor Emeritus Chick Fink noted that his friend
and colleague would drop everything — even excuse himself from meetings — when students came by with
questions. Luther was also instrumental in establishing Wintersession in 1969 and in shaping the division's innovative approach, which grouped architecture, interior architecture and landscape students together for the
sophomore year. His students benefited from his experience in professional practice, which he continued
throughout his teaching career, working with Professor Emeritus Harold Washburn '50 AR on residential, commercial, industrial and municipal projects. On retirement Luther established a fund for an alumni lecture series
to ensure that architecture students would be given ongoing contact with professionals in the field.
Malcolm Grear Graphic Design, 1960-1995 ln his four decades at RISD, Malcolm Grear earned a reputation
as an international leader in the field of design education, winning five honorary doctorates along the way "I
don't — indeed can't — teach students to be designers,” he says, "but can and do teach attitudes and strategies
that help them become designers.” Informing his outlook is his Kentucky childhood in a ”rural farming community where people learned to make do with what they had.” When he began teaching at RISD, he also founded
Malcolm Grear Designers (MGD) in Providence, building it into an internationally known studio. MGD has won
numerous awards for its designs for such venerable institutions as the Guggenheim Museum, Scientic American, the National Gallery Harvard University and the Mayo Clinic, among others. His studio also won out above
500 other firms to design the ”L0ok of the Games” for the 1996 Centennial Olympics in Atlanta, a coup Grear
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attributes to the fact that MGD "respects tradition and avoids novelty.”
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Tage Frid Furniture Design, 1962-85 Tage Frid’s greatest
admirers are his former students, vvho never fail to mention
his personal style: "charismatic, encouraging, slightly devilish,”
says Rosanne Somerson '76 ID, novv head of Furniture Design.
Fellow faculty memberAlphonse Mattia MFA '73 ID recalls "a
joie de vivre that came through in everything he did.” variously
described as a genius and a perfectionist vvith no patience for
underachievers, Frid headed the furniture program in Industrial
Design for almost tvvo decades, proving that a master craftsman could also be a master teacher Born in Denmark, he
apprenticed there in woodworking and furniture design, and
earned a graduate degree in interior design while honing his
skills as a cabinetmaker. Frid then worked as an interior designer in Reykjavik, Iceland, before emigrating to the US to teach at
the Rochester Institute of Technology Coming to RISD in I962,
he brought an encyclopedic knovvledge of techniques - both
traditional and experimental — and a dazzling ability to make
wood do vvhatever he wanted it to, an art that is prized to this
day by the Smithsonian, the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston,,The
RISD Museum and countless private collectors.
Ken Hunnibell industrial Design, 1963—present After vvorking
as an industrial toolmaker, I<en Hunnibell '69 ID/MAE '72 came
to RISD to teach nevv generations of designers about tools
and machine shop practices. Perhaps his greatest impact has
been felt in the areas of environmental and social responsibility. As object-makers, he tells his students, they are accountable for what their products do to — and for — the world. Hunnibell vvas one of the first ID educators in the country to teach
ecological avvareness and design responsibility, and has long
been an outspoken advocate at the national level, sitting on
the advisory panel for the Congressional Office of Technology
Assessment’s report Green Products by Design and serving
as guest editor of an environmental issue of innovation, the
periodical of the Industrial Designers Society of America. His
influence has reached hundreds of ID graduates, W|’lO have
been inspired by his sense of humor and solid, dovvn-to-earth
pragmatism. In I991 Hunnibell earned the Alumni Association's
Faculty Member of the Year Award for his vision, drive and
extraordinary devotion to his students.
Friedrich St. Florian Architecture, 1963—present A native of
Graz, Austria, Friedrich St. Florian first came to the US as a Fulbright Fellovv studying at Columbia University Graduate School
of Architecture and Planning, vi/here he earned a Master of
Science degree in Architecture. After teaching there for a year,
he joined RISD's faculty in 1963, helping to launch the European
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Lorraine Howes Apparel Design, 1972-2000 Best known
to the community as the elegant MC at RlSD’s annual fashion
show, Professor Emerita Lorraine Howes worked steadily for
a quarter century to mentor her students and earn international
esteem for RlSD's Apparel Design Department. She joined the
faculty part-time in 1972, while continuing to run a successful
design shop in Boston and producing four collections annually
for stores such as BonwitTeller and Bendel's. In 1976 she
became an assistant professor and acting head of the department; by 1979 Howes was the official head of Apparel Design,
a position she held until her retirement in 2000. Drawing on
her background in haute couture and ready-to-wear collections - in her native South Africa, London (where she worked
under a designer to the royal family) and Boston - Howes
structured a rigorous curriculum to ensure that students were
prepared to enter a highly competitive field. In addition to
expanding the annual C0//ection show begun by her predecessor, Bert Surprenant '50 AP, she made great use of the Museum’s Costume and Textiles collection in popular courses on
the history of apparel. With strong ties to the industry, Howes
opened doors for countless students seeking internships and
employment, achieving an impressive 98 percent placement
rate for graduates.
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+ programs also influenced by veteran faculty such

as: Mickey Ackerman MID '79
1982- Silvia Acosta architecture 1989- F. Doug Adams architecture 1974-90
John Alcott* ID 1941-60 Harold Anderson* mechanical design 1930-47 Zane
Anderson* architecture 1968-79 Jan Baker graphic design 1988- Chris Bardt BAR
'83 architecture 1988- Jim Barnes BAR '69 architecture 1972- Charles Barningham*
mechanical design 1919-30 James Beattie* mechanical design 1937-53 John
Behringer ID 1975-92 |William B€l’lS6* mechanical design 1941-70 iWalter Bernai'd*
mechanical design 1948-70 Linda Bowab apparel design 1950-85 |Alfred Blumenfeld*
architecture 1970-81 iWilliam Brigham* decorative design 1913-27 Derek Bradford
architecture + landscape 1968- Sara Bradford land-scape architecture 1969-2001
David Brisson design 1965-81 E. Blanchard Brown* design 1933-47 William Buffum,
Jr. architecture 1950-63 Jessie Burbank* design 1924-37 Marie Clarke apparel
design 19atP2oo1 Philip Creer* architecture 1933-53 |Anthony Crivellone mechanical
design 1947-62 Chester Dodge* design 191s-s2| Emagene Duffee* interior
architecture 1944-59 lJohn Dunnigan MFA '80 ID furniture 1978- Michael Everett
architecture + landscape 1969-2000 Eleanor Fayerweather* apparel design 1947-69
Gabriel Feld architecture 1989- Chick Fink architecture 1959-2001 Sam Frank
architecture 1981-92 Carol Fu|kerson* landscape architecture 1945-66 James
Graham* landscape architecture 1950-69 Rudolph Griffln* mechanical design 191954 Peter Guin'i0ncl* architecture 1973-97 Marc Harris0n* ID 1959-9s iwiiliam
Heath* mechanical design 1913-36 Hilde Herbig* apparel design 1957-68 Gerald
I-Iowes* architecture 1965-2000 1.5. Humphreys* architecture 1917-33 A.G. ll'lman*
mechanical design 1938-58 Selma Katz* apparel design 1939-66 Kent Keegan
architecture 1969-79 John l<eily* mechanical design 1916-29 Kenneth l<irkman*
mechanical design 1947-72 Krzysztof Lenk graphic design 1982- Kyna Leski
architecture 1988- John Lincoln ID 1963-75 Oscar Lippman* mechanical design
1945-60 iwarren Locke* mechanical design 1887-1907 Rodolfo Machado architecture 1976-85 Frank Macedo* mechanical design 1955-72 Norman Marble* architecture 1926-39 M.D. Mas0|'I* architecture 1903-26 Alphonse Mattia MFA '73 ID
furniture 1991-| Preston McClanahan graphic design 1972-99 Clement Micarelli
apparel design 1983-93 Chester Michalik design 1964-78 |Jacob Millard mechanical
ID
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apparel design 1940-54 Leonard Newcomb landscape architecture 1975- Edward
NO|8* l'l'l8Ch8|"|iC8| design 1946-72 |AKi NL|l'OSi graphic design 1980-] Hammett
Nurosi graphic design 1977- Tom Ockerse graphic design 1973- Bob O'Neal ID 1974George Pappas 1955-84 iwallace Parsons* mechanical design 1919-56 Elizabeth
Pattee* landscape architecture 1945-63 James Pfeufer* graphic design 1950-60
C. Matlock Price* graphic design 1943-57 Donald Reed* architecture 1919-43
Grace Ripley* apparel design 1931-45 Friedrich St. Florian architecture 1963-| Doug
Scott graphic design 1980- Colgate Searle BLA '71 landscape architecture 1975Albert Simonson* architecture 1945-63 Frank Skoog* mechanical design 1935-53
Lyman Sl0cum* architecture 1926-38 Russell Smith* mechanical design 1932-43
Rosanne Somerson '76 ID furniture 1985- Fred Spector MID '88 interior architecture
1988-i Gilben Stafford* mechanical design 1952-71 |Carleton Stee|e* mechanical
design 1954-72 Seth Stem ID 1980-| Louis Stringer* mechanical design 1928-61
Franklin SwindelI* mechanical design 1936-as Bert Surprenant '50 AP* apparel
design 1953-78 John Taudvin mechanical design 1906-39 Hans van Dijk graphic
design 1993-i Harold Washburn '50 AR architecture 1953-89 Elnora Waterman*
apparel design 1950-60 Maurice wentworth* mechanical design 1958-68 Franz
Werner graphic design 1981-| Emilie Wildprettt interior architecture 1918-48 iJudith
Iéllolin architecture 19g3- |V\(ildYoder architecture 1964-i Earle Young* mechanical
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of Architectural Studies from 1988-92, worked
an endowed lecture series at RISD to consider decross-disciplinary perspectives. Through their efforts
Memorial Lecture Series continues to
by bringing provocative "thinkers and doers”
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“We're trying to develop the artist as a whole, so that he or
she can continually adapt to the changing world. To that end,
the strong liberal arts thrust of a RISD education is ver_y
important. Our students need knowledge of the humanities
and the world. They need to know what's going on. " Dean of Fine
Arts john Terry, @R|SD since ‘I983

liberal arts
Irving Cannon Art History, 1933-46 Art historian Irving Cannon* was the teacher of art history in
and '40s. Although the Freshman Foundation program didn't officially begin until halfway through his

clockwise from below English Professor
Mike Fink brought attention to |and||s end sojid

waste management decades before it was
.
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students - regardless of their course of study - were required to take at least one of his three
ancient and medieval art, the Renaissance and modern or American art. Cannon had his students
illustrated notebooks, recalls trustee John O.C. McCrillis '39 GD. “He was a very good teacher but ve W
ing,” McCrillis says. "Notebooks had to be made with thumbnail sketches of the most important
tejniy helped to remember the faetg”

Michael Fink

1957-present in many ways, Mike Fink personifies the qualities that make
a true iconoclast, always
ing, observing. Throughout his career as a teacher and journalist, Fink has championed humanist
conservation and ecological concerns to women's and minority rights He once dubbed his
'
examination of human nature the study of ”urban ecology” Generations of students have come to
Flnk’s gentle, soft-spoken nature, and have been inspired by his Liberal Arts classes in journalism and
always flowing with thought-provoking discussion. Ever a romantic, he has shared his love of the
with students too young to remember "Garbo, the face; Dietrich, the voice" or Heddy Lamar and
burn - "the most beautiful girls in the world.” His College Building office has an enviable reputation all
filled floor to ceiling with nostalgic tchotchkes, scraps of history and tottering piles of books. A
Harvard and Brown, Fink has been teaching at RISD longer than anyone else here, yet still evinces all
der and excitement of a newcomer.
Fenno Hoffman English, 1962-91 Recruited in 1962 to breathe life into the struggling new
requirement Western Art + ideas, English Professor Fenno Hoffman (1921-96) met the challenge and
to become an irreplaceable figure at RISD. Team-teaching with art historian Barry Kirschenbaum ( a.
arrival), he played tour guide to freshmen and sophomores on a two-year journey through the history
ern thought, teaching literature and philosophy from ancient to modern times. Hoffman's first love
sical world - epic poetry, Homer, Greek drama; notisurprising, says Professor Cathy Seigel, since
"reasonableness” were his most prominent qualities. Hoffman took his passion for the ancient world
where he directed the European Honors Program from 1967-69, before going on to serve as
Liberal Arts Division for 10 years and acting associate provost for two. Former students remember
fondly for his skill at interpreting and teaching the topics he loved most. In her tribute at his
ing, Seigel thanked Hoffman for his extraordinary warmth and generosity, noting: "He has been a ..
colleague, the kind of person you really depend on for the long haul.”
Baruch Kirschenbaum Art History, 1962-2001 Thousands of alumni who have survived the rigorous
program over the past 40 years probably remember Barry Kirschenbaum’s legendary Art +Arcnitectura/
survey with a mixture of fondness and trepidation; despite the art historian’s wry humor and broad
slide lectures often had a soporific effect on overworked students sitting for hours on end in the
rium. A dedicated scholar with degrees and honors from Hunter College and Harvard, he fell in love
in grad school as a Bacon Traveling Fellow in Fine Arts. Whether his subject of study was lofty as in
on Michaelangelos Drawings for Cavaliere” for Gazette des beaux-arts in 1960, or more democratic,
End Art, A Presentation of Popular Painting for the Popular Culture Association Conference in 1979
lectured widely eager to share his ideas with others. At RISD he served as director and chief critic of
pean Honors Program from 1969-71, head of the Art History Department from 1971-75, chairman of
Arts Division from 1975-79 and dean of Liberal Arts from 1995-2000.
Eng/is/1,

cial. He has a deep-rooted appreciation for the past, for tradition, yet is

+ programs also influenced

by veteran faculty such as: Gordon Allen* physics 1940-66 Dirk Bach art history 1969-92 Phil Bailey
Robert Becker* math 1949-66 Mary Bergstein art histoiy 1991-| Edward Brackett, Jr.* economics 1949-61 Deborah Bright art history
Cohn* english 1955-78 Scott Cook history 1987- James Cutler* math 1894-1906 l Francis Deignan* psychology 1950-61 | Ned Dvi/yer
1972-| Richard
Dummer* chemistry
1918-40 C. Emanuel Ekstrom* psychology + education
'
'
'
1923-47 jTom Ewens philosophy
'
1983-2 001
math 1949-80 Jim Fowle art history 1963-85 Harold Gibling math 1919-36 Lucretia Giese art history 1990- Gregor Goethals art
Elizabeth Grossman art history 1973- Stanley Haste* english 1938-63 ]William Huber* chemistry 1942-63 Donald Hurd math 1920-51
lsham* architectural history 1907-43 j Don Keefer philosophy 1989-| Edwin Lamont* english 1947-73 |Ade|aide Patterson* speech
Petry english 1979-94 jvalentine Pinacoli* italian 1961-73 |William Poland* art history 1902-15 Thomas Reed art history 1957-82
meyer sociology 1981- Vuriko Saito philosophy 1981- Catharine Seigel english 1975- Mark Sherman english 1991- Harold
1947-63 George Sullivan, Jr.* english 1949-78 Pat Thomas english 1975-88 Susan Vander Closter english 1985- Susan Ward art
David Warner history 1990- Gwendolyn Washburn* english 1949-63 Weslene Troy english 1958-77 Judith Wechsler art history 197
Wilson, Jr.* english 1933-47... *deceased
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an ancient notion that liberal arts is an add-on
education here... But students need to learn
/vriting is as fundamental to the life of the mind as
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Professor of English Michael Fink, @R|SD since 1957
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Professor of History Scott Cook, @R|SD since 1987
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beyond wunderkammer: risd’s key collections
At the very beginning, RISD was conceived as both a college and a museum
of the tripartite plan
— not one or the other, nor as separate institutions. As part
to teach students to "apply the principles of art to the requirements of trade
and manufacture" and to train them “in the practice of art," the bylaws called
for "the general advancement of public art education by the collection and
exhibition of works of art." RlSD's founders recognized that art students need
specific resources to complement the studio learning experience - not just a
well-stocked library rich in art and architectural history, artist's books and other special

it
I.

*

would
collections, but ready access to artworks by masters. They also realized that once established, these same collections
PT (see p. 9) augmented
be of value to the larger community. And 50 years later, drawing instructor Edna W. Lawrence '20
Built initially by women
RlSD's specialized research facilities with another: a rich and eclectic collection of specimens from nature.
who understood their lasting value, these collections continue to offer students fodder for their own creative growth.
as those of The
Over the years none of RlSD’s collections has proven to be of such value to the campus and regional communities
serve as a jumping-off place,” noted Nancy
RISD Museum. "lf you can show students examples of professional artists’ work, it can
for instance, instead of slides
.=Friese, dean of graduate studies, who has often taught collaboratively with curators. "Seeing real prints,
applicaof prints lets you get in touch with the power and beauty of printmaking — and it pushes the range of creativity in studio
Foundation
tions.” Art History Professor Lucretia Giese agrees. She makes great use of the Museum in courses ranging from the
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clockwise from above this 19th-century French
mantle in the Museum's Costume + Textiles
collection inspired textile designer Mark Pollack
'76 TX to create three new fabrics as part of his
RISD Museum Collection, introduced last winter;
the Museum's teak, oak + leather Valet Chair
(1953) by Hans Wagner was among the influences
forArchitect’s Valet (1989) by Furniture Design
faculty member Alphonse Mattia MFA '73 JD

library which were in the making" and to push for "the one
great thing on which all others must depend - a permanent
building to house the school.” *
A big boost to the Museum came five years later in 1893, when
Jesse Metcalf built a permanent home for RISD

’

5

1

i

.

— the new
Waterman Building at 11 Waterman Street — and the entire rst
floor was earmarked for the exhibition of paintings, bronzes,
pottery, "modern” silverware, embroidery and a new collection

of classical and Renaissance casts given by Mrs. Radeke. Every
afternoon the permanent exhibition was open to the public, free
of charge — and the curious began to come, welcoming a new
addition to Providence’s accelerating art scene.
A year after Mrs. Metcalf died in 1895, her husband funded three
new galleries in her memory. When the new addition — now
known as the Waterman Galleries opened, so, too, did the
hearts and minds of local patrons and collectors, who began
donating works of art to the fledgling Museum. Another signifi-

-

cant boost came in 1900 shortly after Metcalf's own death when
his children established the $50,000 Jesse Metcalf Memorial
Fund for the acquisition of works of art. "Before RISD could
afford to collect works of art with the income from Jesse Metcalf's bequest, the focus of collecting was mostly limited to
plaster casts,” noted Curator of Decorative Arts Thomas Michie

at the 2002 Founders Day Forum. But within five years, the
fund had enabled the Museum to acquire significant paintings
by John White Alexander, Mary Cassatt, William Merritt Chase,
Childe Hassam and Winslow Homer, among others.

setting the tone Over the years the Museum's collections
continued to grow as fast as space could be made available.
B. Homer became RlSD’s first director under

When Eleazer

* Elsie S. Bronson, The Rnode /s/and School ofDesign.'A /-la/f-Century Record,
1878-7928, typewritten manuscript, RISD Archives
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Mrs. Radeke in 1901, he reportedly was preoccupied
expanding the library and had ”little to do" with the
Still, he “conceived of it as a potential laboratory for
research and urged that a larger number of industrial
artistic objects of historic value be acquired to that
in 1908, his successor, Huger Elliott, recognized that
Were actively using the Museum as a resource and
to expand its hours so that evening students could also
advantage of it. in addition, he welcomed the public
the library and publicized RlSD’s activities and
increasing community support and enthusiasm for the
growing venture.
By 1911 annual attendance at the Museum had

81,321, and 257 special loan exhibitions had been
alongside the permanent collection in the 18 years
Waterman Building opened. L. Earle Rowe, RiSD’s next
came from the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston in 1912
an enormous impact on the growth of the collections
next 25 years. With Eliza Radeke named president of
of Trustees in 1913, he was given the latitude to focus
Museum while she managed the school. Rowe was
building an encyclopedic collection of museum-quality
representing the history of art throughout the world.
Radeke and Rowe fed off each other’s passions in
classical collection, buying from Europeans when they
the art market during World War I, acquiring Chinese
Byzantine paintings, Persian art, 18th-century American

ture, 19th-century French paintings and drawings — in
laying the foundation for the scope of collecting that
The RISD Museum one of the best museums of its size
country Some 15,000 objects were acquired during the

and I305 alonei and amough Mrs" Radeke died in 1931'
niece, Helen Danforth, became president of the Board
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equally supportive of Rowe and committed to collecting. Just
prior to his own death in 1937, Rowe made his last purchase:
the Japanese Buddha Dainich/, the largest wooden Japanese
Buddha in a western museum and a memorable symbol of the

collection to this day.

listening to the work Earle Rowe had always felt that "the
three great phases of activity which characterize the museums
of today are acquisition, preservation and education.” Although
he was speaking about the early years of the 20th century, the
same holds true a century later. The RISD Museum continues
to collect, despite the price of "museum quality” art and ongoing space limitations (although the collections have topped
80,000 objects, the square footage for study, storage and display has grown only nominally since 1926, and not at all since
1993). Adhering to Rowe's edict, the Museum continues to
show, preserve and restore the works of art in its care, and is
as committed as ever to educating students and the public
about art, whether from its own collection, in traveling exhibitions or created by visiting artists.
Today, as in the past, students look to the Museum's rich and
varied collections for information and inspiration, delving beyond
current exhibitions to explore works in storage. “Going into
the Museum gives students a completely different perspective,”
notes Professor Emerita Lorraine Howes (see p. 19), who taught
The History ofAppare/ Design on-site in the Costume + Textiles
study/storage areas for more than 20 years. "By showing students
not only the clothing of a particular era, but painting, sculpture

clockwise from be/ow this
20th-century Japanese kimono
in the Museum's collection
inspired Associate Professor
Holly Hughes to create Quartet
for the Overripe (gouache on
stretched paper, 20 x 15.75");
specimens from the Nature Lab
often end up reinterpreted
in both 2D + 3D projects; the
addition of high-end compound
microscopes has opened up
new worlds in the Nature Lab

and other objects, the historical context makes sense to them
for the first time. RISD students are such visual people that
it takes actually seeing these objects before the history they've
learned before from textbooks hangs together."
Furniture Design Department Head Rosanne Somerson '76 ID,
who first learned of the Museum's "incredible" collections
as a student of Tage Frid’s (see p. 18), continues to share the

wealth with her own students. Exploring the full range of the
holdings helps them "understand that their roles as artists and
designers are part of a continuum," she says. "|t helps them
take their own work more seriously.” For furniture designers
and others working in three dimensions, the Museum is especially valuable in other ways, too; Somerson points out that
"there's nothing like seeing something in true scale, not just
hands-on but ‘body-on’. Even if you have the most accurate
photos and drawings of an object, it's a totally different experi-

A

ence to be able to interact with it.”
interaction with the collection is the purview of the Museum's M
Education Department, which helps to make the work accessible to students and the public through enlightening programming lectures by artists and scholars, family workshops,
study guides, artists’ residencies and the like. "When people

-

access the works in the collection it's a question of learning
how the objects speak," says Department Head David Henry.
Students who have benefited from the collection over the
years have learned to listen and understand. in the early ’90s,

when Margaret Hord '94 IL took an art history class focused
on American Masters of Watercolor, she felt that studying the
actual paintings as opposed to slides or reproductions gave
her a much more meaningful perspective. “You feel that you're
getting to know the maker as you hold a work of art, examine
it, read about the artist and learn how he or she reached that

particular point.”
By turning to the Museum's collections, courses such as this
tend to be more rich and memorable than traditional slidedriven art history classes. "|t’s different to hold something
150 or 200 years old in your hands and have to be very careful
with it than seeing it behind glass or otherwise off-limits in
a museum,” noted Josh Scott '94 IL when he was introduced
to the collections. As RiSD's founders envisioned 125 years
ago, nothing complements the hands-on nature of an art and
design education better than having ready access to 4,000
years worth of world culture.
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revitalizing roots
“Every single project that has made Providence a renaissance city has RISD's
fingerprints all over it,” boomed former Mayor Buddy Cianci from the podium at
last June's Commencement. "Every seminal idea has come from RISD — from its
professors and students. [RISD and Providence] are linked together in a great
future just as they have been in a great past.” Political hyperbole aside, RISD and
Providence have had a mutually beneficial relationship from the outset. As the
college has grown, it has expanded into the city's cast-away buildings as naturally
as perennials on a hillside, planting new roots in old places and creating exemplary
lTlOCl€|S Of adaptive FGUSG. RISD has shown enduring respect for the city's heritage and its architecture, rehabbing

clockwise from far right the Bank
Building, converted to studio
space in 1948; the Waterman
Budmgl bum in 1893 as R|SD.s

first pe rmanent ho me,'W oo ds P
Gerry House, a former residence
dating from 1860, now houses

former churches, banks, factories and private homes with great sensitivity to historic preservation. "One of the things that Providence
does very well is to keep in touch with its past," notes President l\/landle. "And RISD has always respected that past in its careful
approach to physical expansion. Fortunately Providence has been intelligent about land-banking its buildings, which are still there for
us to reuse and regenerate. We're doing what Europe has known how to do for centuries."
As it celebrates its 125th anniversary in Providence, RISD has gravitated back down the hill and over the river, coming full circle in
renovating historic buildings downtown, just blocks from its original site on Westminster Street. These tangible structural ties
between RISD and the city it calls home are symbolic of the many other less concrete connections between the college, museum
and local communities, from students working with young patients at Hasbro Children's Hospital to community members volunteering as docents at The RISD Museum. This brief overview outlines how RISD has tapped into its providential roots
and contributed to the aesthetic vitality of the city over the years.
-
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gallery space, Admissions +
other offices; the Bayard Ewing
Building, home to architecture
studios, was once a warehouse
for the Rumtord Chemical Works

l
l

.

_

of establishing
home somewhere is paramount.
I think the topmost problem in our
world today is rootlessness; lack

"The importance
a

of thorough grounding; paucity of
deep connections. To be applauded
are all efforts to link up the inside
of the school and museum with the
immediate surroundings, the community nearby. " Painting Professor Dennis
Congdon '75

Hoppin Homestead
in 1876//eased from 1878-93

Anne-style house W88 sold to RISD in 1916
as a dormitory. Over the years it has housed many

bustling With commercial
to Bryant + Stratton Business
rooms With 17' ceilings, good
heat. That first semester 61
$15 and $5 a term
years, enrollment had
expanded to occupy the entire
along vvith equipment and
tions — Were overflowing the
building has since been
RISD has signed long-term
and Mason) just blocks from

including Painting, Foundation Studies, Liberal
Student Affairs, the campus chaplain,

p. 6), Jesse

13

Metcalf donated

nevv construction, based on
in Seville, Spain, and the
Italy Local architect and RISD
the red brick structure, Which
'

210 Benefit Street built in 1887/acquired in 1916
Nickerson as a residence for Dr. George

its first classes in Room 34 of

R/SDS rst permanent home

l

since 1984

283 Westminster Street, in an

Waterman Building

Or

PT, @RlSD

1893. Situated outside the
Waterman Building marked the
sion into the East Side

known as College Hill. its
ample studio spaces,
leries for a permanent
in use today as the

home of the Nature Lab.
Memorial Hall 226 Benefit
in 1903 Originally a house of
gational Church of Providence,
long referred to it) Was
a 25-year-old prodigy Who had
tion of the old state house.
(see p. 6), conspired With her

and Jesse H. Metcalf to donate
chronic space shortages, Jesse
”in loving memory" of his late
Metcalf ~ hence, the name
Mechanical and Textile Design
large hall Was kept open for
tions and concerts. Mem Hall
primarily because today it
floor and The Pit snack bar in

and Security, as Well as a student gallery Carr
the focus of controversy in 1970 When, under

students and faculty, President Talbot Rantoul
of Trustees to save Woods-Gerry from deoffered up the aging Carr House in
free up the key corner lot next to the Museum.
behind them, English Professor Mike
and a small group of students protested this
demolition With an impromptu sit-in — com- that soon evolved into the student-run
unofficially for Weeks, the coffeeshop Was
the administration "for the foreseeable future.”
a fev\/ major renovations later, the former reits distinctive presence on campus and now
Affairs and Student Life offices, along
and — for the time being - the student-run
4 South Main Street/Market Square built in
in 1948 Designed by Joseph Brovvn and built
funds vi/hen South Main Street Was the city's

this historic gem Was originally a streetmarketplace vvith offices on the upper floors.
the centuries have included city hall, the
lodge, banquet hall and army barracks,
soldiers during the Revolution; still, in 1938,
long gone and the city's mayor installed
the commissioner of public buildings
House unsafe and scheduled its demolition.
Walls had already been removed vvhen
people of Providence and the Rhode island
American institute of Architects finally redirectremoval to restoration, Which became a brief
Was suspended during WWII. The building
for a decade when the city agreed to deed
the condition that the historic exterior be
interior Was completely modernized (originally
architecture departments), and today houses
office, the Division of Fine Arts office
House Gallery

l

l
l

l

Woods-Gerry House 62 Prospect Street built between 1860
+ 63/ acquired in 1959 RlSD bought this ltalian Renaissancestyle house — designed by Richard Upjohn as a residence for
Dr. and Mrs. Marshall Woods — from its second owners, Senator
and Mrs. Peter Gerry. Within a year of its acquisition, the building came under the protection of the newly formed Providence
Historic District Commission and R|SD's rather ill-fated plans

to raze it to clear space for new student housing were scrapped. The house stood empty and vulnerable to heavy vandalism
for a decade while its fate was debated — until a renegade
group of students and faculty commandeered it in 1969 and,
in a whirlwind group effort, transformed the ballroom into an
art gallery. RlSD's new president, Talbot Rantoul, sided with
the preservationists and convinced the Board of Trustees that
the building should be restored. Less than a year later, WoodsGerry Gallery opened its first official exhibition, and has been
the site of countless student and alumni shows ever since.
What Cheer Studios 160 Benet Street built in 1910/
WK
acquired in 1969 Built as a "stable" for cars, What Cheer
Garage attracted R|SD's attention in the late 1960s. Although
it was clear that the building had potential, the school ran it as
a commercial garage until the need for studio space
became
critical. in 1991 Professor Emeritus Harold Washburn '50 AR
oiWashburn Luther Nelson oversaw the historically sensitive
renovation of 14,000 sf in the two-story section to the north,
capitalizing on the existing reinforced concrete construction,
high ceilings and large industrial windows to create spacious
new studio space. Today, What Cheer still houses Painting and
Foundation studios, with the southern portion of the garage
reserved for Physical Plant and Central Receiving.
'
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J
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Bank Building 27 North Main Street built in 1915/acquired
in 1948 Having primarily housed RlSD painting studios for half
century, the Bank Building was originally — guess what? —
a bank. In fact, the site housed two banks before being added
a

to the core of RISD buildings now referred to in urban planning
terms as "the Central Block.” in 1915 Prescott Clarke and Wallis
Howe, architects of the massive federal courthouse a block
south on Main Street, designed the building for People's Savings Bank, replacing the Roger Williams Bank building that had
occupied the spot since 1823. With its heavy timber frame and
stone facade, the new structure foreshadowed modern steelclockwise from above 161 South frame construction. it is now expected
to maintain a distinctive
Malljneg
presence even when sandwiched between the substantial
rembbged my méce bumgs;
College Building to the south and the proposed six-story RlSD
Carr House, a former home, houses Center complex to the
north.
the student coffee shop + Student
Benson
Hall
235
Benefit
Street built in 1924/acquired in 1956
Lire offices; Mem Hall, a 19thcentury church given new meaning This brick and concrete Colonial-style building housed the
at RlSD since 1903; Market House, Rhode island College
of Pharmacy until RlSD bought it in 1956.
originally a dry goods market built
Named in honor of John Howard Benson, a former faculty
in 1773; the future home of the
RlSD Library, in the bank's grand member and noted calligrapher, stonecutter and designer of
lobby, donated by FleetBoston the RlSD seal, Benson
Hall housed the Photography Department
Financial; What Cheer Studios
for many years. in 1988 it was totally overhauled by Lerner
started life as a stable for cars in
the early 1900s Associates Architects (Steve Lerner BAR '67) to allow the Printmaking Department to shift from its scattered rooms in the
College Building to a larger, consolidated space. Since ventilation
in the College Building had been poor (Printmaking graduates
had worn gas masks at a recent Commencement in protest),
a state-of-the-art HVAC system was a top priority The three
floors continue to house Printmaking, offeringjunior and senior
studios, the student-run Benson Hall Gallery and a floor each
allocated to lithography, intaglio and silkscreen processes.
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Bayard Ewing Building

231 South Main Street built in
1848/acquired in 1975 This warehouse had been empty and
decaying for several years when its pared-down Greek revival
design caught the eye of RlSD architecture student Clara
Marx Dale BAR '75, now vice chair of RlSD's Board of Trustees.
A rehabilitation proposal in her senior thesis led to further
research suggesting that with 53,000 sf of usable space, the
warehouse could ease the crunch of rising enrollment at
RlSD for about a third the cost of new construction. With the
sale approved by the Providence City Council, RlSD launched
a fundraising campaign and hired Professor Irving Haynes
l53 AR to retrofit the space for architectural studies. When the
$1.42-million renovation was completed in the spring of 1978,
the building was named in honor of long-time RlSD trustee
and benefactor Bayard Ewing and the three architecture departments moved into a space Professor Friedrich St. Florian
described as "very light, pristine and virginal.” Though interior
Architecture has moved to the newly opened Center for
Integrative Technologies, Architecture and Landscape Architecture are still in the BEB.
Design Center 30 North Main Street built between 1873 +
1929/acquired in 1980 interior renovation and exterior restoration brought new life to this four-building complex when it
opened as the Design Center in 1986. its four structures, facing
both North Main Street and the river walkway, once provided
office space in the Hope Block, Cheapside, Blue Cross and
Worker's Compensation buildings. An ingenious bit of engineering planned by Ellenzweig, Moore and Associates (Leslie Moore
'59 AR) connected the four buildings in 1985, with corridors
and a shared elevator bank providing access to Graphic Design,
Photography, Graduate Studies, the Advanced Media Center,
an expanded RlSD Store and the newly dedicated Sol Koffler
Gallery in 1983 Irving Haynes '54 AR had restored the cast iron
storefront of Hope Block and the High \/ictorian Gothic facade
of Cheapside — built in 1873 and 1880, respectively, and designated historic structures in 1973 - to their former appearance
as fashionable shopping buildings.
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rites + rituals: unorthodox traditions
@'§;ff;j§;;jf;§§;§mt:;j
aliljggioafjQ:11?:t$feYnf;:;g

titaagjéfggflizfmn
r@ur1I0nS.butnOl@rIs@rat
Francis Farm in Rehoboth MA

aswascomm0nlnthelV95Os

When was a boy I dreamed of running away from home — not too far off, just to
join the gypsies who camped out in the field behind our house, or to pitch tents
for the circus, which set up in the same weedy lot. In 1957, when started teaching English at RISD, that fantasy came true. South Main Street was then a jumble
of little bars and junk shops where our students could buy, sell or trade things
for their rooms, their projects, their wardrobes. Life at an art school was quite different from what had learned at Yale, with its strict and conformist dress codes
and ivory tower academic style. learned from RISD's own inventive customs how
110 LII'l|OC|( and Ul’lbLl’E1IOi'l the stiff collar. RISD took ordinary days on the calendar and brought them to vivid life. You
I

I

I

I

‘

1

haven't had a Halloween unless you've experienced a RISD soiree. We went to one at which Jesus made an appearance, carrying
a heavy cross and a crown of thorns, and staying disturbingly in character the entire evening. Artists’ balls — in Memorial Hall,
the Biltmore Ballroom, Rhodes-on-the-Pawtuxet or elsewhere ~ were also fabulous happenings. I\/Iarie Antoinette dropped by with
silvered hair — or was it Cinderella? recall Anna Hilterhaus '61 PT wearing the crown as queen of the ball; like Queen Elizabeth,
she was happier on her horse than her throne. As a 23-year-old faculty member, often asked students to my house to meet my
mother. Anna grazed her horse in the same pasture where those gypsies and circus clowns had gathered dandelions and fed their
elephants. The relationship of student to teacher has always been a great resource at RISD - none of that formal distance and
I

I

last-name-looming-space of other schools.
came to RISD not only as a teacher, but many seasons before that as a Saturday school student. In our family, it was considered
important to explore all artistic possibilities in your children. Edna Lawrence '20 PT (see p. 9), Wilfred Duphiney and uncle Herb L.
I
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I

i

I

r

I

I

Fink '48 PT (see p. 50) all
Uncle Herb gave up on me,
he vi/ho rst suggested that

I

Books vi/ere also vvithin the
confess that vvas a little sad

I

l
I

I

of my future and even of my
cultural backwater. Instead,
indeed, to be - at the very
tact, run avvay with the gypsies
getting home for supper.
come to the sidewalk strip
Woods-Gerry The most
mine at our museum. The
morning in my classes and
experiences vvith them.
a
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‘
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What is the greatest RISD ritual?
vvhich vi/as once a gala lobster

diminished in our uptight times
but perhaps less luxurious?
sports teams, vvith rallying
our city cafes, vvhere once you
Benefit Street beatnik joint and
proceed on the occasion of
ly mansions to our soul, let us
ries of vvhatever era you spent
hidden from vievv, a secret
knovvn to only a fevv.
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hillside
overheard
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“How was it possible for female founders to create an innovative
educational institution in 1877 When it was not until 1893 that
married Women had legal control of their own property and not
until 192o that Women’s suffrage achieved the right of vvomen
to vote in Rhode Island?”

continued from page 3
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Dawn Barrett, clean of Architecture + Design and co—chair of
RlSD‘s 125th Anniversary Committee, at Daughters of Invention,
the Founders Day Forum held on March 20, 2002
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Associate Professor Lucy Hitchcock
is guest curating W0rdSpace at
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wet RISD by Design weekend.
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the future

homo of tho RISD Center Complex designed by
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PfiZ@"Winhil1g &FChiI€CI José Rafael

Moneo. President Roger Mandle unveiled
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ofthe project, and various members of the
community announced

million campaign.
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Persuasion

Cozzens ’99 GD, Amy Goodwin ‘H7
ID,

.
.
.
Jay
Salvas

hoff

MFA '02

‘O2 GD,

Molly Schoen~

co and Heather
GD-

Patricia Mnaiangnnni ii |°ng_,in,e

city administrator largely Credited
with creating Providence? Dnwn_
City l:ax—free zone for artists, has
ioiiieii iiisins siaii as dimioi, oi

This fail The RISD Museum is hosiing Pii-iii, Power,
and Persuasion: Graphic Design in Geniiony, i890 —

I94-5',

exhibition illuminating why Germany was at
the vanguard of graphic design during this particularly turbulent period in its history. With the
Q()i1n[ry’$ rige [Q w()r]d pgwef at the [urn Qfthe
century, its defeat in Wgrld War Ii thg QXpQri111Q1'1—
an

[3,[i()n Qf the Wejmar Republic and the CQmini[-

expand teaching and Museum gallery space: the

ment to National Socialism under Hitler, the
graphic arts [()Qk Qn @X[fa_Q1'din3_fy 5igniCa_n(j@

hiStO1'iC HOS-

.

runs from November 12 -January
15, brings together the work of designers who create fine art using
words, text or letterforms - people
such as fellow faculty members
Jan Baker, Matthew Monk MFA ’91
GD and Doug Scott, and alumni Suzi

Watkins MFA ‘"9

Oit‘

nance; the RISD Center and related renovations to

renovation Of nearly 50,000 Sf in the

.

Iey University. The show, WhlCh

_:

festive atmosphere lled the

reception tent set up in the Metcalf lot

i
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ii

of RISD: The Future by

Design, the rst comprehensive capital campaign
since the institution was founded 125 years ago,

took place during

C

J!

Art Institute of Boston at Les.

i

Corporate

+

Foundatlgn Reunions,

During his sabbatical last year,
Foundation Sindhi, Professor
Thomas Lyon Mills painted at three

archeologlcal sites In Italy: the
catacombs, the Byzantine Church
|p°queum ofthe (;°|°sseum_ His

work was recently on view at the

l

pital TI‘llS[
Financial

l53.l'1l<

3.5

the

(Soc p. 31); and

building donated by Fl€€[l’>OSlLO
Ofil much larger RISD Library

SlrC

endowments for such ongoing
ips new a u y an dMs—\
u cum

nee Cl.‘.‘.‘Cl1l
s as s
o ar

sh'

fclt

pOSitiOnS, lld

technology uP$T%id@5build the endowment, matching
almost dollar for dollar the money we invest in
CLlr¥1tO1‘i%11

intend

“ We

[O

in the everyday lives

()C[()be1' 39, graphic dggign hiS[()I'ia1'1 and RISD

Drawing cenier in N_Yc‘ the Lenore
Gray Gallery in Providence and
in solo Show at the university

faculty member Doug Scott will help explain
-\~
, 6.30pm
-‘
1

The summer 2002 issue of Metai_

Qf‘Gern'1an5_ O11 Wednesday,

slide lecture in the Museum. Organized by The
Wglfggnign-Flgfidg Intgriiatignal Univergity in

For more information, go to Www.risd.edu/capital_

Miami Beach and drawn exclusively from its col
lection, the books, periodicals, posters, photo
graphs and Qther printed materials in the 5h()w
will also be phi in higtgrigal p(§[§p()(j[i\/Q [hfgugh

Ca1np&1igI1-CfH1-

the inclusion

and mOT[&f. HOIBS David Macaulay

bT1Cl<S

69 AR.

national chair Of The Future by Design campaign.

<

hl1W€ZOT
Lecture, an annual event that brings leading gures in the art world to campus, featured

Okwui

Enwezor, a poet, critic and independent curator.
The Nigerian-born arts activist was artistic director
of Documenta ii, the inuential 18-month international contemporary art exhibition that just wrapped
up this fall in Kassel, Germany. In 1994 Enwezor
founded Nko: Journal of Contemporary African Art, a
critical art magazine he continues to co-edit and
publish with the Africana Studies Centre at Cornell
University. Enwezor is also a correspondent for
Flash Art, a consulting editor to Atlantica, editor-atlarge of aRude and a regular contributor to Africa
World Review, SIKSI and other journals.

of several signicant

pieces

smith I-nagazine featured the work
of Barbara Seidenath on the cover,
along with an elght—page article
focused on her development as an

artist she has been

aiiiumi

facuny member in Jewe|i.y, Meta|_
smithlng for the past seven years.

of furni-

Remembered Liindsniii,es_ nseiies

ture, metalwork, ceramics and glass from the

of oil paintings by Professor Tom

Museum's own collection. Print, Power, and Persua-

$*4°“'"°$ ’5° "-' was f°a‘""°" °a""°"
:i'I:ef:;|i:tTti::r\::ii:i? Lynch

sion

On October 24 the Museums Gail Silver Memorial

of Arkansas in Fayetteville.

the context for the exhibition through

(www.risd.edu/onvievv.cfm) continues

through November

17.

Assistant professor of A,cniten_

ture Anne Tate has been granted

M€di€Val Books
Art History Professor Susan Ward has organized
an exhibition at The RISD Museum exploring
the art of medieval books, both before and after
Gutenbergs movable type revolutionized written
communications. Called The Written Word; Manuscript
Pages and Early Prints,

the shovv features monastic

hand-calllgraphed manuscripts from

as early as
uoo and traces the development of books through
such elaborately ornamented volumes as a Book
of Hours, created circa l§OO. The show continues
through January 5.

"°'Ta|: til": this fa" t° d:"°'Ep a
mut scp nary center ort e
study oi i,i_°Vidence_
Wendy Walters, previously at the

Art Center College of Design
Piinnnenin
i

cA_

In

naii been appointed

an assistant professor of English.
A °°"“'°°t°" °f the Dutch‘
American arts ensemble TONK,
she has published poems, songs

and dramac works waiters

earned her PhD in English Lan+ Literature from Cornell
University, with research interests

guage

in iiii_ican_Amei_ican

iiterature

and interactive/inte,-net 5tudieS_
37
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This architectural rendering shows the rehabbed Mason
Building in downtown Providence, which opened this fall as
RlSD's new Center

for Integrative Technologies.

CIT Opens
RISD's newest

Known

as

facility is opening in stages this fall.

the Center for Integrative Technologies

(CIT), the leased space is in the Mason Bulding at 169
Weybosset Street, adjoining the Fletcher Building’s
graduate studios in Painting, Printmaking, Photogra-

1

iihi
at

A
,,1

associa e rosix , an arc itcctura esi n irm run
'°
"
g
fessors Chris Bardt BAR ‘as and Kyna Leski, completed as
Restaurant + Lounge in Boston last spring. The project
@Xe"1P|"le$ the values that are most i'“P°""t to
their practice: material invention; an understr_1n_ding of

the whole; precision and geometry; and sensitivity to
experiential influences such as light, balance and sound.

S€al,nan [O

Dlgltal

TZll<€

Bill Seaman,
professor

a

LC21Cl

digital media artist and former

of Design/Media Arts

at UCLA, has been

appomted mad of RISD S new graduate program
in digital media. This year he is working to shape
the program in anticipation of welcoming the rst
class

of MFA
O

3,

dedicated to Continuing
,

In s eptem b er’ as d'cl Fl Oor
5 for Gré1P1"1iC D€5lgT1 and Textiles MFA C31'1dlCl3[e$,
and Floor 6 for the Interior Architecture Departmenu both undergraduate and graduate

111
"

“Canon

C

1

asses’ Open‘:

<1"

1

RISD’s Board

of

th€ Board

of Trustees approved the addition
its May meeting‘

f ler Graduate Student Gallery; on the second oor,
the Center for Design + Business and its Design +

twin daughters currently at

Business Entrepreneurship Center, an “incubator”

(Moses) |-iar-man =65 p-r/MAE ~69,

the YOUTH‘!
SPaC@ FOI Start-HP
oor, space for RISD’s newest academic initiative,

and recently retired high school art teacher and
department chair (soc also p_ 44), former Ahirnni

the MFA Pmgfm in digital Illfidia (596 lfll T116
building joins up with the Fletcher Building via open

Association president and new co-chair (with
Dean of Archirccmre + Design pawn Barren)

corridors . and offers crit s P aces and a shared P rint
. . .
Center. among other facilities.

'
'
At the May
Committee.
0 RISD ' s 125th Anniversary

bL1SiI1@SS@S:

and

O11

RISD, and

Carole
a

studio arrist

f

_

_

,

meeting trustee

‘

Merrill Sherman, president

and

of Bancorp Rhode Island and its subsidiary
Bank of Rhode Island, joined the Executive Committee as the new secretary of the Board.

CEO

._

L
l
d‘
f Sclencl
'
d
egme In Vlgua Sm 165 from

‘
D€SIgI1S

'

from the Center for Advanced
Inquiry in the Interactive Arts at the University of
Wales. A self-taught composer and musician, he
explores the relationships between text, image and
sound through computer-based media. His work
has been featured in numerous international shows
and festivals, and has won such awards as the Prix
Ars Electronica in Interactive Art, First Prize for
Multimedia at the Berlin Film/Video Festival and
the International Video Art Prize, ZKM. A commission from the National Gallery of Canada for an

NQW [O

N€W board members include Jahn Bel-lgi Senior
vice president of1=i1ni/Vidco Production + Markering at Warnor Bros Records and rho farher of

Sun to Come on the rst oor are Ofces for the
dean of Graduate Studies and the relocated Sol Kof-

candidates next fall. Seaman holds
i

a Masmr
MIT and

phy and Sculpture. Floor

a PhD

Several

V V

'
In

.

AW21fClS

print pieces produced by RISD’s Design

Marketing Collaborative won award-s'of excellence
in the 32nd Annual Design Competition sponsored
by the University + College Designers Association
(UCDA). The national competition drew more than
1,450 entries, 114 of which won awards. Four projects designed by Dina Zaccagnini Vincent BGD
'93 (see p. 49) and Elizabeth Eddii-is '00 GD

earned top honors from the judges, including their
identity ,work for risdlworks; the design of RISD

(complete magazine series), which includes

interactive piece called Red Dice/Dés Chiffrés has
been touring internationally and was recently purchased by Canada's National Gallery. With funding

views

from the Intel Corporation, Seaman is also currently
working to create a hybrid invention generator.
His dance/performance/ installation collaboration
with dancer Regina Van Berkel recently premiered
in Cologne and is being presented at The Holland

eral; and Vincent's design

the work

of contributing alumni

guest designers;

Eddins' design for this year's RISD on the Road collat-

of a booklet

showcasing

Annual‘ Funds ‘M€€t Goals
More than 4.,6oo alumni, parents and friends
of RISD by con-

showed their continued support

tributing

$875,913

to the zooi-02 College Annual
to an over-

Fund. This achievement was due in part

whelming response to a special $5o,ooo Challenge
Fund, established by several anonymous donors
and volunteers, encouraging new and increased
gifts of $ioo or more. On the Museum side, more
than zooo supporters helped raise $546,642. The
success of the annual campaign was largely due

to remarkable volunteer participation, including the

2oo2, designed by graduating seniors Isaac Tobin

leadership of RISD Trustee Marjorie Catanzaro,
who served as chair of the Radeke Society during
a year when members renewed at higher levels
and a signicant number of new patrons joined.

Dance Festival in November and at the Steps

’02 GD and Jenny Volvovski '02 GD with guidance

The Museum's Corporate Partner program also bene-

Festival in Switzerland early next year. For more

from Vincent, also earned an “Excellence” designation. All winning entries were on view in September
at the 2002 UCDA Design Show in Chicago.

ted from the leadership

on Seaman's work, go to faculty. risd.edu/faculty/
bseamanweb/web.

ID and Interior Architecture students’ work in a
recent Sikorsky-sponsored helicopter design studio.
The playful collateral materials for Commencement

:._

_T;._=,___;_§__.,_._m.w.>=W,a,»»--.-tut--»~1\-.,——. 7-»__f_~ 1;:-'.';-nunnluum

Sherman

Corporate Breakfast.
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~
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of RISD Trustee Merrill

(see above), who chaired the 2002

nominate a candidate for the
annual alumni trustee election
yourself or another alumnus/na to run for a spot on RlSD‘s Board
of Trustees, fill out this form and return it to the address below by November 22, 2002,
or fax it to 401 454-6616.
To nominate

Please attach a letter explaining the nominee's qualifications. We may also contact you
for more information.

your information

name of person making nomination

class year/major

title (if applicable)
work phone
best street address

city/town

state

country
home or cell phone

e-mail

information on nominee

name of person being nominated

class year/major

title (if applicable)
work phone
best street address

city/town

state

country
home or cell phone
(

e-mail

Submit with any accompanying materials to:
Committee on Elected Trustees, c/o Anne Essex
RISD Alumni + Career Services, Two College Street
Providence, RI 02903-2784 USA
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www.risd.edu/alumni.cfml,
inch by inch
Every inch counts in RISD/Boston's third annual

Alumni in the Seattle area lived up to their local reputations
by working together to produce yet another whimsical entry
for the annual Solstice Parade —a colorful, people-powered
carousel. Julle Parks ’B6 PH shot the full effect (left), while

juried exhibition, which reinvents the late, great
12 X 12 tradition. Like that show, this new regional
version, called inch x inch, features alumni work
no larger than 12 inches (including frame) in any

*‘.

-ll

V

tl

Adrienne 0’D0nnell BGD '93
Ami! Calklns ‘B1 PH Phtgraphed
and the Chaney sisters (Alma Chaney ‘B9 IL) at work.

direction. Committed to providing alumni opportunities to showcase their artwork, the RISD/Boston
alumni club has sponsored this comeback exhibition and opened it to alumni from the greater

To entertain this year's crowd

Boston area and also Maine, New Hampshire and
Vermont. Iurors of the 2D and 3D works in inch

a

were Barbara O’Brien MFA ’9o PH and
Bob Oppenheim *s5 PT. A former director of
the gallery at Montserrat College of Art in Beverly,
MA, O'Brien is currently working as an independent
curator, while Oppenheim is an art consultant,

of art

a

rolling plywood base was weighted to hold
twirling octagonal PVC pipe overhang topped by
a colorful tenteall reaching more than 13‘ high.
Glittering mirrors of aluminum foil and painted
curlicue trim were added for effect. Calliope music
A

by inch

director of the Trustman Art Gallery and

of 1oo,ooo,

RISD/Seattle alumni created a colorful carousel.

creative carousel
When the production for your event has included
synchronized swimmers and gargantuan ants, how
do you top past successes? For the RISD alumni in

Washington state participating in their third Solstice Parade, the answer Was... carousel horses, of

professor

at Simmons College in Boston. inch by inch

course. Earlier entries in this unique Seattle-area

runs from November 18 through January 3 at the
Arlington [MA] Center for the Arts, 40 Foster
Street. There's an opening reception on Thursday,
November 21, from 6-8 pm; a lecture on Thursday,
December 5, from 7-9 pm; and a family worl<shop, TBA. For more information, contact Nancy

parade—full

of creativity but bereft ofwords,

logos, motor vehicles, live animals— included the
RISD group's 1997 entry Aquatic Folliesea huge

blue-tarp “swimming pool" on wheels with a wild
crew of synchronized swimmers performing inside
as alumni and their families in related swimwear
circled around outside. For the lune 2ooo parade,

(Smullen) Crasco '64 AE at ncrasco@rcn.com
or '617 254-1952, or Wendy Gonick ‘B8 GD at
wendygtabularasa@attbi.com or 781 643-1065. Also,
remember to stay connected with the alumni club
by visiting www,risdboston.org.

the RISD/Seattle group presented Sandwich Antics,
two-person—pedaled vehicle carrying a giant

a

sandwich trailed by

a

of hungry

horde

ant~people.

played from the sound system

as

nine “riders”

circled the ‘center on painted cardboard ponies.

of this people-powered mobile
required teamwork. In 1o days of evening and
weekend workshops, the designers were aided by
the technical expertise ofBill Pease "as ID, who
has constructed sets for the Bill Nye the Science Guy
TV series and volunteered to work on previous
The creation

RISD contraptions for the parade. Other alumni

contributing their skills and creativity came from
the elds of architecture, graphic design, illustration, photography. sculptureand textile design.
Family and friends joined the parade team after~
wards, unwinding at Gasworks Park on one of
Seattle’s rst sunny, 8o-degree days

of the

summer.

1

\
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club

contacts

alumni association ofcers

regional contacts

Boston

Connecticut

Wendy Gonick ‘B8 GD

Michael DiTullo ’98 ID
mike@evodesign.com

president
whammertalhktarchitects.c0m

Ar_'Z°"a
Erica Swadley ’62 IL
eswad@aol.com

wendy_tabularasa@attbl.com

617 776-6545

520 744-3426

Chicago
Keith Campbell

W'"'a_m Hammer BAR

G5

A”a"*a

781

6434065

BAR ’78

kcampbe|l@chi.rtk|.com

E'_°““ P“s_°""e"*‘ BL“ 75
vice president
elena pascare|la(l

huck@huckmade.com

teamdtc.com

404 314-8805

Madeleine Klein ‘94 GD
madeleine@interaccess.com
775 506-4588

Amy Calkins ’81 PH
vice president
mab3ac(a)nw|ink.com

/'"$”‘a"a

011—61—2-93514061

Colorado
Peter Hesse ’48

206 722-2027

011—61—2—9358—2006

303 555-4980

Huckleberry Starnes

Brad Buckley MFA ’82 SC
B.Buckley@sca.usyd.edu.au

011-61-241351-1199

IL

treasurer
pseibert@cyberts.com

305 575-6515

617 491-6450

A

__..M__..___.._3____~.W,.c;.,...a._=.sea...

~~~

*'v>4vuwLV>al

205 sac-4881

....

".-

Daas
Steven Kinder ’97 ID

skinder@txsdesign.com
972 785-2793

Jim Leggitt BAR "73
jim.|eggitt@rnldesign.com

A_V_Mm_‘i:____$__

Jim Healey BAR ’91
jim(a)peapoddesign.com

773 477_8657

94 SC

860 701-7640 x12

Phil Seibert ’67 IA

860 314_B234

Houston
April Rapier Irvine MFA ’79 PH
aprilrapier@heartstone.com
713 66345375

_-_

Ferro Nomadique (near right) and Wedding Ring, with
Moon Palace in the distance (far right), are among the

breathtaking works that now rise above the flats at Nat
Hesse‘s Sculpture Ranch outside Santa Fe.

ranching the wild west
by Nat Hesse ’76 SC

RISD/New Mexico club leader
Some things are simple. My wife, Alice, came
.

home one day with ve geese in

.

reel risd in nyc

soning was this: in

Interested in showing your lm? In coordination
RISD/NYC is seeking moving image works. Follow-

jury selection process, pieces accepted will
into a two~hour compilation program and
resentet in ew or as art o a uture aumni
a

be edited
P

event. hvent details

will

_

obvious. The

proiect 1S open to all RISI) alumni currently living in New York City. All work must have
been made after leavin RISD. You must have, or
be able to secure, required copyrights for a public
screening and for use in the compilation program.

box. The rea-

_

as a

V1S101'l,

,

large outdoor gallery was

though. goes back to the 7os.

United States. The idea was based on (mostly)

east—

,

_

ern establishments of the time; Artpark, Storm
King, Monumenta 76 and sites in Europe. The

interested in participating in this project,

of the submission
form. Call Holly Hey in the FAV Department at

please contact RISD for a copy

proposal was long on theory and short on reality,
but this didn't stop me from sending it to the art
establishment of Denver—the museums and foun-

Whitten (swhitten@risd.

edu) in Alumni + Career Services or fax him at

dations. The conversations that ensued led to

401 4546616. For questions, ideas and suggestions

job

about this project, Contact Steve by
phone (401 454-6622).

Silver Plume, CO. The proposal was led away and
l concentrated on getting my own art done.

e—mai1,

Forward 25 years, to Santa Fe, the third largest art
market in the US, where l am involved with the art

,

After graduating in 76, l headed west to Denver
and proceeded to write a blue-sky proposal called
The Hstablishnient oftlie Sculpture Ranch in the Western

_g

401 454-6233, e-mail Steve

_

organize the space

P

be announced later.

guidelines The

If you’re

a

year too dry to garden, why

not invest $35 in some fertilizing honkers that
wotild, incidentally, grow up to be better watchdogs than our four lazy hounds? Simple. The 14
acres that make up our front yard here in Santa Fe
have inspired similar thinking. The decision to

with RISD's Film/Animation/Video Department,
ing

a

fax or

as a

a

curator ofa small historical museum in

community

,

fabricator and sculptor. Most of the
galleries are downtown, where the ability to show
large outdoor work is hampered. But out here on
the edge of the town, the open space 1S as vast as
the ocean, only rmer. It is on this terra iirma that
the sculpture ranch has emerged: the idea resurfaced
in the way an old friend calls after many years.
I contacted a very talented group of sculptors and
as a

,

performers in the fall of 2001 and projected the
opening for June 2002. The rest was pure effort on
Alice’s and my part, but the Sculpture Ranch now
exists. It's that simple. You can visit us on the web at

sculpture—ranch.com —or better yet, come for

l
r

Brae;
John Hopp

1,1 |D

hoppatan(a>yal100.c0m
011-972-0»55-574-717

Japan
yuh gkam; ~91 TX
okano@textilesyuh.com

Philadelphia

San Diego

Mike Martella BAR ’91
mtm(a)c0pe—|inder.com

J.R. Register ’99 IL

jregister(a)h0tmail.com

cls(a>tu|ane.edu

215 981-0200 X145

619 846-0845

Th

Portland, OR
Brian Bainnson

San Francisco
Fred Fassett BAR ’?0

50

4 737-1 9
5 3

New york

Polly Carpenter ’77 PT
p0||y@ca|~pentey-dg_com

()11_31_277_22_5227

Korea
Ki Ho Park ,8‘;

New 0,-193,15

Carrie Lee Pierson
Schwartz ’95 GL

212 43145666

PH

maudia Fe,-,-ari

m1_82__2'742_0605

BGD

~91

fe“-a|~i@aXis_com_pe

iliiijifeehiasgan Schaffer
risdlaanearthlinknnet
New Mexico

Nat Hesse ‘Y6

SC

cdgnat(11Jswcp.c0m
505 471-8255

,

\
ta

"94 IL

0“

51 1

222 6161

maudia Hernandez igg
musS|1@eXcite_cQm
011-5-;_1_242-(;455

'

PT

_Ia

at n

d

bainnson(a>spiretech.com

fred@generalprint.com

Amornpimol (Virava)
Thanakitamnuay ’86 ID
amornpim@loxinfo.co.th

503 256-B955

510 548-2201

0114562-255-3053

Seattle

United Kingdom
Anne Maka ’96 TX
annemaka1(:1)hotmai|.com
011-02-07-689-3015

BLA '87

Rhode Island
Gail Ahlers ’85 JM

pe,-u

Taiwan
Su-Yi Wun BAR ‘Q9
swun3(:_i>pch0me.com.tw

gailah|ers@a0l.c0m

Amy Calkins ‘81 PH
mab3ac@nwlink.com

401 454-2962

206 722-2027

‘

3°"?

st‘

011—59—06—5B9-6730

patricia.boman.art.87(a)
aya.yale.edu

Denise Fralley '02 LA
dfral|ey@risd.edu

L_°‘_‘is

Patricia Boman

535 45343235

‘B5 GD

Wa5hi”g_t°"’ Dc
Stephanie Yoffee ’89 GD
stephyoffee@yah0o.com
301 468~5740

a

visit.

,.

i

l
l
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In her book Making Monotypes Using a
Gelatin Plate (2002, Hand Books Press),
Nancy (Brooks) Marculewicz '60 PT uses
color photographs and straightforward
.
.
..
:1 plate—free
to describe
instructions
printmaking process using household
gelatin. Her daughter Alexandra Marculewlcz '91 GD designed the book, and
was recently reunited with her family
in Essex, MA, after living and working
for several years in the Czech Republic.
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Phan Than Thao on lanuary 14'

2002- N€WP0Fli OR»

Thomas Warhol '88 PH +
Lisa Sacks on March

’5B oi Templeton. MA.
on February 27' 2002*

Justine (Price) Armington

’39 IA of GreenVille'
on March i, 2002.

2002.

16,

Randolph, VT.

‘39 AP of Warwick,

Blackie on August

on July

31.

2002.
-

Eric Norell '39 TX of War-

A son, Milo Benjamin Kosoisky.
IO

Poughkecpsic, NY.

Elillwth 5aI‘|6$ ’85

GD +

Scott Kosofsky on June 24, 2002.

Shirley ’91 PT

\|°l‘°'“¥ w°°d‘"a"d

Cambridge, MA.

+

BAR ’94

,

A son, Bradford Christian Hud-

_

on May ii, 2002. Riverside, Rl.

dleston, to Dana + Christine

A son, Thomas Hearse Field,

Kristen Bea,-Se 190 GD 4.
John |:ie|d BAR ~99 on My 2'
[Q

2

O0

2. l$'

lg

sist

H

llelen

is three.

New york, NY‘

(Johnson) Huddleston ’81 IL

A

on March ii, 2002. His proud

2001- PfOViCl@l1C@. Rl.

sibs are Annie, age eight, and

to Peter Belanger ’92 PH -lAmy G,-egg '92 an on March

Tina Gianatassio '94 IL +

n few

5‘

I

ee

V

on

,

-

»

25 2002

Rachid Dia on June 29. 2002.

A daughter, Soe Leigh Smith,

Scottsdale, AZ.

i

C»

Diego Ramirez BAR ’97

July

O11

|v|.

.

S

"

F

,

an ranclsco CA

s "in

-

-

Princeton Junction,

ml

Dean Welshman ‘95 GD

/'A son, Tobias Vcrsten Straus, to

Elizabeth Murray on September
Seattle,

snydawge

( K een)

.

'

ms

2002.

J enn if er J ansen ’98 GL+
Eric Emerson on November ii,
2001. Providence. RI.

P2110

'

0n une

22,

’89 GD + Michel

da Costa.

/

;_._

___.:____'-7 -----~_..e- —4
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1.

to Isabelle Martimbeau

Montreal. Quebe

Arlington. MA.

"‘~“""“"“ "““"""""’

'““"‘“

""

"W

March 4, Z002.
OIS

of Bristol,

RI, on March

2,

P

l
on Juy

'

’

St eve C. B rennan Ill '69 GD

A (1 aughter, Eva

’69 PT
J ames Oh urc h'll
I

P ounders
C1 airc
'
A

so

,

TN,

A son, Luke Joseph Diasio, to

Christine Dandeneau BAR '94
+ Chrj5[()p]1

ME, on April ii, 2002.

of Middlesex.

to Brad + Tiffany (White)
*9

2002.

0fShrewsbu1'y, MA, on
A ril

of Monroe.

M‘tmp hi_q,

_

1997.

sc

3
on Iu Y 9
2002. Her sister Emma is two.

A son, Xavier da Costa, on
Q

Marjorie (Lang) Simpson
’45 PT 0l‘Augusta, ME,

20, 2002. Providence, RI,

poun ers

Alto. CA-

December 5. 1990. and

Jaac k s '00

d

IO,

ter. Sabina da Costa. on April

Emily Muldoon ‘O0 GD +
Scott Kathan on September

Philli P s,

to Peter + Leslie (Mac Kenzie)

Cambridge, MA.

__

David BAR '93 + |_e|a

[Q

Versten 0 H l-‘6 bruar Y 8, 2002.
Chicago, IL.
Mac Kenzie
A b‘on, Gav'n
1

GD

Joseph Quinn on June 8, 2002.

Z001.

A daughter, Falcon Keen Jaacks,

Jon Straus ’B7 PT + Elizabeth
~lPl

RI, on

April 30, 2002.

Homer Henley ‘5O MD

NJ.

'

7, 200i. Melbourne, Australia.

Armando Ginami '41 GD

On

Sharon, MA.

even

2002.

6,

A daughter, M;1y;1]3n6 Qlcgvary,

BAR “B7 on January l0, 2002.

P

on June

.

to Jerry + hsa (Cruz) mes
vary BAR '92 On May 4, 2002,

O

+

st

' -

ml

SO11,

D°"°"1Y ($t6WI"’¢) B"°ad'
foot ’40 AP ofCranston, RI.

of North Providence.

Austin Palmer Bclangery

David Jaavks BAR ’93 + Lela
Keen ‘O0 SC on NOVCmbCf ll.

Miriam Borcherdt '95 AP

RI.

2002.

21,

wick, Rl, on January 24, 2002.

Mascialc on June 23, 2001.

‘

-

Ad Ll] I I O H 5

Sean Lynch '90 IL + Susan

Carvll

R1’

Jean (Fraser) Mclntosh

Shelagh Jay ‘90 PR + Peter
Halifax, Nova Scotia.

l

.

Vera Freeman ,32 AE/MAE

.

David Murray ’81 PH + Lao

oaths
t

VT. on

.2001.

ovem er
13

Berkeley Bottjer BAR ’84

of Lincoln,

MA, on May 25, 2002.

Maureen McEIhone '81 PT

of Hartford, Cl, on May 27,

2002.

I)1;151Q ()1'1J3_['1ua]‘y z3_

2002, Big(gei') brother Zack. age

Lauren Wagner '05 FS

three, is thrilled. Piiiehurst, NC.

oflzimaica, NY, on July

25, 2002.

tidings
After teaching high school art for
29 years, Joanne (Kollstrom) Murphy ’57 AE resumed her painting
studies in 1993 as a special student
at Skidmore. She completed the
program four years later and
has since been showing her work
frequently in New York and New

Q
Q

England, including in a recent invi—

ia"°"=1'S"°W=1""@ 5°"t"<-W"
Vermont Arts Centei. Joanne lives
in Gansevoort,

Two alumni from separate fields and different
generations are showing simultaneously at
the Newport [RI] Art Museum (NAM) through
November 10. For Providence-based artist
Kenn Speiser 68 SC, the NAM show is a retro
spective featuring highlights from his unusual
2D and 3D work over the past 30+ years;
for photographer Jennifer Uhrhane ’94 PH it’s
her first solo museum exhibition. For both
artists, it's an opportunity to play their works
off each others’.

NV.

r

E.
.1

class not

s

KennSpeiserWorks, the sculptural half of
.
,
.
the equation, showcases Speiser
s industrially
inspired art — often site-specific work done
on commission for ad agencies, art directors
and galleries. Tying it all together: quirky
materials —- everything from aluminum cans,
circuit boards, duct tape and zippers to garden hoses, roofing shingles, refrigerators and
stuffed animals. The ultimate recycler, Speiser
has “the intuitive gift that all conductors of
visual poetry must have, says former gallery
owner and current artist/critic Bruce Helander '69 IL/MFA ’72 PT — “the ability to keep
dissimilar parts spinning at the same time, and
to fine-tune them into an aesthetic balancing
act with a provocative twist.“ If you can’t make
it to Newport this fall, check out Speiser’s
work on-line at www.speisersculpture.com,
a site designed by fellow alumnus and RISD
faculty member Ryan Lesser ’93 FAV.

’34
ln August Jeanette Kaplan GD
exhibited inixcd—media pieces
at the Windsor Gallery, part

of

Highland Court in Providence,
where she lives.

’43
Rhode Islands

H°""Y B“‘“°"g
D°"is

GD' his Sisteriinhw

Mlle") Fa"'"a'" GD “"1 ha two
daughters Ga" A"""st"°"'g
MAE ’80 and Lianne Dunn will
be exhibiting pastels and water-

colors in All in the Family at the
Wicl<i'oi'd [RI] Ari Association

from November 9—2y. The
Opcning 1'eC€Ptl°“ l5 on SUnd‘1l’-

I

l

The other NAM show, Surface and Place:
Photographs by Jennifer Uhrhane, features

exquisite photography redolent of particular
locales. Currently a curatorial fellow at the
DeCordova Museum + Sculpture Park in Lincoln, MA, Uhrhane finds inspiration for her
work in her travels to places such as England,
Scotland, Belgium, the Netherlands, Mexico,
Nova Scotia, Louisiana and throughout New
England. “While wandering through crumbling
churches, past sagging old houses, and down
cobblestone streets, I constantly examine and
photograph new places, color palettes and
textures," she has said. “No matter how mundane the subject matter, in documenting its
history of use or circumstance, I believe I make
images that emphasize a common object's
beauty. This has always been my way of seeing
things." For more on Uhrhane’s work (which
will move on to Gallery ISO in Boston from
November 22 -January, 2003), go to her site
at www.detailphoto.c0m, designed by fellow
graduate Coryndon Luxmoore ’94 ID.

November 1° from 1-3pm‘
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As a long-time art educator and
administrator in Rhode Island,

I

Carole Moses Harman PT/
MAE ’69 (see also p. 38) was
recogni/.ed with an honorary

Doctorate of‘ Pedagogy at Rhode
Island Colleges May commencement ceremony. Since 1969
she has been chair

,61
Last spring

:1

show called Multiple Images

B-IL

,59

in the1960s and ‘70s at the Fillmore East, the

.

.

.

.

g

W

.

Village, CT, were featured at

ell L apter O t €
American institute or Architects

Caelum Gallery in NYC,

For a residence

Suzanne Packer GD Of South

'64

O

a

am

S

among

dozens Ofartists painting

Standing Nude, an

Mary (padykula) Kosows

ley Society

of Boston's

After

I

Smitheld, RI.

Proctor-Silcx - though now he’s
teaching a product development

,53

course at

7'

a

a

ware department at Home Depot,

Following

a

won rst place in the Wicktord
[RI] Art Association's Iuly show,

in the IDSA as treasurer

ofthe

Mid-Atlantic Chapter and founding chair ofthe Signs and Symbols professional section. In

addition, Marshall is sorting
through yearsof design drawings

Decades at

the Framing Gallery in Orleans,

and catalogues to donate to

MA. Jiin lives in Eastharn, MA.

the Hagley Museum and library

in Wilmington, DE.

’58
In the past year Merle Temkin
has received a Pol-

Museum Purchase gram and
a

Vermont Studio Ccnier fellow

For years Dav|d Seccgmbg '52 PT

has photographed the temno-

.

rary features of NYC’s landscape

zooz. Her mixed-media paintings were shown in Body

ter ruins and curbside memorials

Language at the Islip [NY]

Ar;

Museum and in Imprints, Punctiires
Otli P ‘ d
'
and
er Omte Maneuvermgs
at the University of‘ Rhode Island

Fine Art Gallery.

44

l

_graff_iti' abandoned buildings’
demolition sites — and in the past
year found melancholy subjects
in the16_aC,.e worm Trade (;en_

ship residency for December.

A

.

s

John HOP‘: semunent
House, Project New Urban Arts,
City Wide Ans md other Outh
‘
Y
pmgmmS_ Carole was PmVi_
<

denccls Tachml Qfthé Year for
e 83 and has received

1982

teaching awards from the Milken

In August Dave PI-essler ID

participated in Abstrrictlons,

a

two-

person show at Gallery Eleven

in his hometown of l-‘aireld,

ville, VA. He also remains active
V.

ing trip to the Netherlands, Jim

lock-Kiasner Foundation grant,
:1 Richard Florsheim Art Fund

,

of the

Ocean State. Rober-

CT.

In September he began teaching
a graphic design course at Norwalk [CT] Community College.

Dave is also on the board

of

trustees at the Silverinine Guild

Arts Center in New Canaan, CT.

5

Owens IL and long-time student
and friend Neal Nichols showed

TX ol‘NYC

.

oil painting by Roberta Van
Der Molen IL/MAT '72 AE

near his home in Mechanics-

drawing and paint-

their work in Two

R399" in

ta lives in Providence.

WiCh' NHY Over the Summa He
livcs in Winter Park, l‘l..

7

5@3»“°n5

An

day each

Children's Museum ofkichmond
[VA] and Working in th€ hard_

V

C

Ill“

week in the inventors‘ lab at the

"'

V

a,

The Art

M°"5° WW3 léanlmd “ll the
Patricia Carega Gallery in Sand»

_"'-L4

[21Llgl'1[

lic Education Fund's Excellence
in Education program.

l

local community

college, spending

New and older works by Breton

l12l.S

Engstrom Design Group recently

years in product design,

recently From Hamilton Beach/

Artists show in ]uly, She lives in

San

SChO0lS 3I1Cl

Family Foundation and the l’ub-

the F01"
41

W

V.

Puck élspago Maul’ an AmmH&W2l1l21l'1~l‘fCl'lCl1 restaurant at

Marshall Johnson ID retired

Copley

T

[Till

'
at RISD, Brown and RIC, while
Exhibiting h er own Wor k an d
the
through

Rafael interior architecture rm

k-

AP, was accepted into the Cop-

in Mcnlo Park.

completed renovating Wolfgang

'60

oil painting

3

Eric Engstrom IL and his

the

celebration of‘Capc Cod artists.

.7
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gv

g

Com“ Village green in July for
[he Cahoon Museums mh an_
nual Brush Off!‘ 3 fundraiser and

549

.

reco nition award from the Santa

s

Robert cram“ PT

Yarmourh‘ MA’

;

the l’3lO

Alto, CA, rm owned by Bill
Bocook AR Won ZOO, Special

In Au ust Recent Pairitm

los Santana, Tina Turner, Janis Joplin and Ray
Charles. Amalie published Live at the Fillmore
East (Thunder’s Mouth Press) in 2000; she
mes in NYC and Rome_

-

l’>9C0Ol<l A1'Chl[eCt-

Z1

multiple—exp0surc images “elevate photo—
journalism to high art" (The Washington
Post), capturing such legends of rock as Car-

Y

i

7'

’

by Amalie Rothschild '67 GD was featured at
$oHo Triad Fine Arts Gallery in NYC. Taken

of the art

departments at Hope and Cen-

to victims. Modernage Photo
Gallery m NYC showed many of
these photographs in the spring
in Landscapes at GroundZer0,
which also included images by
his wife Shelley.

j

<

"7

I

I

’67

Fulfilling Dreams

the Mill Brook Gallery + Sculpture Garden in Concord, NH.

donor-I

where she hosted the Second

5lmP$0l'l

Annual Outdoor Iuried Sculpture

gift: The George

and Annle D. Slmpson
Memorial Scholarship

lixhibit from Iuly to mid-October.

’68

When Ruth Simpson of Springfield, MA, passed away, she left RISD with
a poignant legacy in tribute to her parents. During her formative years,

Susan Baker PT admits to
having haen fagcinated with

ticks since the 19705, producing

R

tick vases, tick earrings, tick

5

c

until lyme

pins, tick rugs

but nurtured his lifelong passion for art by taking freehand drawing
and painting courses at RISD from 1903-08. A talented artist, he
created beautiful oil and watercolor paintings throughout his lifepaintings that his daughter proudly displayed in her home.

1

dimse surfaced

and “Seriously
deated the tick market." The

4

Truro, MA, autlior/illustrators

new little gem ofa book Tick
ABC just may challenge

that

Ruth's father passed away when she was 17, leaving her to support

of colorful

trend, with 55 pages

her mother and sister. It was then that she went to work for the
telephone company and, from the beginning, set aside money—initially, just $2 a week from her $15 paycheck. Ruth saved diligently

tick humor; e-mail her at shakermuseum@yahoo.com for
l

ordering info.
limerging Spirits, an exhibition

Ken $Pei5@I‘

$3

($66 ?llSO Pl

43) of Providence and Michael
Oatman ’B6 PT of Troy, NY.

were tWO Of the

Hli1C

emerging

of‘ abstract fantasy sculptures by

Jean Ainslie Richardson c.n/
MAE '77, is featured at the Art
Cgmplex Museum in Duxhur}/_

and established New England

MA, through December

1,

5h@

of her studio in

artists represented in the summer

works out

2002 D€COi’d0V0 Annual HXhil)iIiOl1

mate, MA, Creating mixed-lnedia

at the DeCordova Museum

2D and 31) works.

-l-

Sci-

Sculpture Park in Lincoln, MA.
The Hawaii State Foundation

=69

on Culture and the Arts recently

VGGTGTWW

W

Sllmg D‘f"g'a5 sa“dhag°

Last

GD of Pearl Rwel’ NY‘ and
Edward Grazda PH of NYC

l

exhibited photographs of
Afghanistan at the Se via lnter-

l

l

national gallery in NYC

’70
Andrew $tev°_

3.

’74 PH exhibited color photo-

wars In Light on Stone’ Light

.

late summer

to assist

generating enough interest to cover tuition for a senior who
is benefiting from his second year of Simpson funding. Ruth's
parents, George and Annie Simpson, shared their dreams with
their children and taught them the value of giving—even when
it seems there is not much to give. Ruth took those lessons
to heart and looked to the future—investing in RISD and its
ideals even when $2 was, indeed, so much to give.

.

Art Museum, which opened

were featured in

a

son Memorial Scholarship

This year the scholarship fund surpassed the $500,000 mark,

graphs taken in Italy over several

show at Virginia Lynch Gallery

Annie D. SimpRISD undergraduates in need.
At the time, she also created a bequest in her will to provide
additional support for the scholarship. Ruth led a rich life with
simple pleasures and when she passed away in April 2000, she
left a significant estate to the three nonprofit organizations
that meant the most to her: The Shriners Hospital for Children,
the Massachusetts Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to
Animals and RISD.

In June 1997, Ruth established The George H. and

for inclusion in the inaugural

l,

V

that one day she could establish a scholarship to support gifted
students like her father who, without substantial financial aid, could
not afford an art and design education.

so

exhibition at the Hawaii State

vich PT of Brookliney \,MA’
l

l

Stuart Sharp ||. oftahaina,
Ill. Ilis work has been chosen

Susan Hacker Stang PH/MFA

Paintings by
lh

acquired three paintings by

to the public on November

'

ut h ‘s ‘f ather worked in a women's stocking mill in western Massachuetts to support his young family. He had been unable to attend college,

in Tivcnon R]

on Water’ Shown last year at
the Sheldon Art Galleries in St.

=71

phy at Webster University in

Louis, She has taught photogra-

l

W

Jim Estes BAR, Peter Twombly BAR ‘a0 and Gale Goff
BAR ‘85 of Estes/Twombly

St.

Louis for the past 28 years

and has work in more than 2o

collections worldwide.

l

Architects in Jamestown, Rl,

David W. Stirling BAR of

were featured in the lune issue

Stirling/Brown Architects in

ot'Residential Architect magazine,

Winchester, MA, serves

which honored the rm

architect for the 24th season

>

as

the

as

the

l

nl

»

ll

‘rising star‘ of‘2oo2 in its annual

of This

leadership awards. “What l took

advised on a project to restore

out oi'RISD,” Gale noted, “was

a

that

residence, which was featured

a

design philosophy should

be coherent" throughout each

Old House on PBS. He

classic 1922 Colonial Revival

on the October ioth premiere

project, Three houses designed

of'l‘he New This Old House I-Iour.

by Estes/Twombly also won

The project is also being chron-

recognition in the 2oo2 Custom

icled monthly this fall in This

Home Design Awards Program,

Old llouse magazine and on the

with the Fine House in ]amcs-

programs web site (www.this-

town taking the grand award.

oldhousecom).
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RISD

painting studio in the early

Simpson studied here.

19005, when George

\
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Martha Coolidge

FAV, presi-

of

dent ofthe Directors Guild

America, delivered the keynote
address at UCLA's School

of
L35; Spring Younghee Qhgi

Theater, Film and Television com—
1T1C11C¢mQ11¥ CQYQWQHY

Martin PT

in lune.

had a solo exhibition

at Gallery Horikawa in Kobe,

W5

Iapan, Over the summer she also

Charles Cunniife Ai'chitects,

5h°“/ed at MQUHCP M195 Fine
Art in NYC. where she lives.

L1-,3

by

New York

Work on PASP Z5 of {ha Summ
zooz issue ofRISD views is titled

Rocky Mountain region. One

'“@XPIicdbI@i

ofits recent projects — the

We i“@XP1iCablY

’86 PT is showing

received

(2002, oil on canvas, 55"

award for the best custom

-

Nvembl"

7,fI"OI11

6‘8i1"1-

The image ofYounghee’s recent

(www.cunnitfe.com), has grown
to comprise Six Orcés in the

Fra-

“Qt

Bl’ the Watch as

Clilimcd

zier residence in Telluride e

painter William Hudders

Plant Rondo
diameter)
and other recent work in a one—
person show at the Tatischeff
. in Chelsea
.
Galleiy
from November
7~30. The opening is on Thursday,

Aspen-basgd rm Owned

chaes Gunnme BAR

’13

a

1101110 OVOT

The Paris Series

of P rints

William Heydt PR

bY

in the summer at Island Arts

in Newport, RI, where lie lives.
Lee H. Skolnick Architecture

-l-

Design Partnership, the NYC

rm where JOAnn Secor AE
is a principal and

director of

museum services, received the
2oo2 silver industrial Design
l-Yxcellence award from Business
Week and the

ers Society

industrial Design-

of America.

for her work on Hiibble
scope: New Views
a

of the

6,000

SI:

Ted Jerome ID Owns and

was on view

OP_

crates T] imaging, a web design/

hosting, photo restoration, digi(1 b
h
h
d i’h
H P Owgmp Y an
mos Op
training business in West

Lebanon,

in june

a

,

,79
l<ids—Did—lt! Designs, the image

Stuart Karten ID in Marina

bank ofchildrens artwork

Del Ray, CA, debuted

OWnCd by

was featured at Boston s Genovese/

Sullivan Gallery,

in

tendesignconi.

Dollar Tree Stores to print
has opened

life coach practice called

fourth annual

Provincetown [MA] lnternationril

Film Festival,

"

San Diego,

recently licensed

images on gift bags. Glenn's wife

Michelle harvests the designs

from her art students,

ages 5

-14,

who receive royalties for reproduction oftheir work.

Flores PT,

astronomer — overcome creative

Since 1997 Ana

blocks. In his recent piece Cloud

co-founder ofi{lSD's Arts and

Walk he presents a

Edge award at the

Glenn Abrams GD

site in the summer: www.kar—

musicians and even an amateur

Stockwell SG of Keene, NH,

Universe,

new Web

individuals — artists, writers,

paintings and drawings by Graig

FAV won the Fiiminaker on the

a

Creative Flow in NYC, helping

solo exhibition of new

Space Tele—

traveling exhibition developed

,

product design rm owned by

a

In lune director Gus Van Sant

for the Smithsonian institution.

___

smart Karmn Design, the

Mitch Rigie IL

Nil.

won

She

78,

Gold Nugget merit

collection

Healing program, has been

of photographs set to a poem
recalling what it was like to be
a New Yorker on September ll

of images

and “represent[ing] a journey

to make

ofthe human spirit."

for the rst time since her

researching the positive effects
and image-making

in the healing process. Inspired
a

family left
in

pilgrimage to Cuba

as

1962, she

political refugees

spent three weeks

l

\

there last winter, traveling 500

miles by bicycle and creating

watercolors that she exhibited
in the spring solo shows Constructed Cosmologies in New Lon»
San Barnaba, Venice (acrylic,

10

X15")

recent work by David Felix
'80 PT (www.fineart—metropolis.com)
included in Italian Perspectives, a group
show at the Copley Society of Boston
featuring recent paintings by member
artists. The exhibition runs through
November 23. In February 2003 (16-25)
David will also have a solo show of recent
paintings at the Providence Art Club,
where he won the 2002 Providence Art
Club Prize in the Open Painting Show.
is among the

don, CT, and Watercolors from
Cuba and the Postcards

I Never

Sent

at CenterCity Artisans in Provi-

dence. Ana invites people to

contact her for more information

on her research and lectures
at ana@ant—farm.net.

Driven by an “explosion

of

emotions," Francisco Viri IL
has created 75 abstract

colors in the wake
events

water-

of the tragic

of September ii, juggling

his artwork with his own

thoughts about the “mythic
R
u.

aspects"

of religion and his
of its negative

"heavy criticism

social effects." i-‘rancisco works

out of his studio in Quezon
City, the Philippines.
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Mole, Mr. Toad and Batty as
imagined by illustrator Mary
Jane Begin ’85 IL in her new rendition of The Wind in the Willows,
released this fall by SeaStar.
Original illustrations from this

John Fuller BAR iS the
principal of Fuller Associates,
l
l

a

F

Boston architecture iirm that
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in corporate, hospi—
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Matthew Burke B“) and his
band Beyond the Pale mleased

Poulin + Morris, the NYC iden~

3|’! OI1

their Second CD Ofmigim]
md h.adhiOm1 Celtic mush. in

tity and

El

wri en ant i

3S

us ra e

seven

‘

‘

'

MVSIE .6

for

ri s
published by

l

l

rem
t

Smt
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passage

Prcss She hves m hosmry RI‘

l
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Last Spring
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BAR was named

a
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lists peifoiinance
dates in the
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Lisa (Buck) Vann

PA
’

‘

a

new web

zit

Fellowship to Work

pying the old Swinglinei stapler
factory recongured (and

Truth Has

convicted of capital crimes. Her

a

at the Vermont .$tLlCllO Center

.

Conversation with Haris,

.

.
painting-on—glass animated
.

44
.

W2“?

an

a

.

_

@XP@"°n@@§

5"""""”5'

in the 2002 American Associa-

to the museum s founding

I

e

ideals

change" and closer in spirit

and author Amy MacDonald

than the old MoMA to “the

celebrated the August release

.

i

Illustrator Emily Lisker PT

ofPlease, Malese! (Farrar, Straus,
+ Giroux),

a

Haitian trickster

tale for kids, with an art show

museums quarterly calendar

Los Angeles Times

and honorable mention for

New York Times (618.02) and

of Graphic Arts in

its presentation folder.

the New Yorker (7.i.o2).

lives in Woonsocket, Rl.

‘T.

.

WW

tion_of‘Museums’ publication

_.

an assistant professor in |=oun_

dation Studies.

‘

W—~

design competition. She

(613.02), the

in Schwandorf, Germany. This
fall Diane left her home base
in Memphis to
to RISD

I

the C9mY°n5 in Santa Clarita» CA-

relevant

Boston Globe (617.02), the

fellowship in June

-at the Obe""fa'Z°r K“"5t'e"ha“S

mental animated documentary

unpolished interior

honorable mention for the

=1

--

-

3

an eXPeTi'

three oi‘ her pieces won awards

in the

ticinating in

.

Willi

reviewer in Time magazine

has also been covered

.

ryicon

Bosman
-

,

d

in Johnson. He lives in

,

paper) '5 a"‘°“3 the ""°'k Diane
Hoffman ~97 ||_ created whim par-

.

»

lm that dasknbu

boys Persona]

selective one-week residency

Randolph, VI.

(7.i.o2) commended the gritty,

and Ari...In the Presence ofSpirils,

.

EC BIT

E

O

in 2oo3.

previous award-winning lms

A

messy making ofztrt." The design

rm,
1“ Proghc“

Thomas Warhol PH attended

Museum oi‘AFrican Art, where

family

‘

5

a showcase

Vermont Aitists Week 2002,

tor at the Smithsonian National

guide to In Search of/lnimals

Vlslng on ‘lvor

about James McC1oskey and his

about domcstic Violence-

movement,

as

roteeora
8
Y earoa-

crusade to free people wrongly

Shah is Chair OM11‘? Animation
Dcpartmmt at the Conegg of

oi “trajectory,

P

culminate in

Maltzan BAR of Pasadena.

as

izas

,

Fallen, a feature-length him

include/l

has been relocated to an

Guggenhaim

awarded

painted bright blue) by Michael

a

celebration

,

recently promoted to art direc-

ceived second prize for

a

The Prick Collection in NYC.

He was chosen by Portuguese

a

industrial park in Queens, occu-

re—

launched in lune at

P ‘tske r laureate Al v1
Sll
tro Siza

$8OO_mhhOh home in Manhah

Art

on was

launched

tan’ the Museum of Modem

y

Moving image Fund.

Y

'

applications Specialist
with Arrow International in
a CAB

1

eve O)ITl6l'l'

royec

a

grant from the LEF Foundation's

Q

'

During Construction of its new

P

mt.

.

P

p"°V|dem7e-

tor and Protege Arts Initiative,

partner,

In April Sheila

,

and PlanncrS_

receive

a

site, www.poulininorris.coin.

tliepalemusic.<.oni, which also

Reading

Daniel Sousa IL recentl

Douglas Morris GD is
Y

>
>
'
can be ordered
via
www.beyond _

.

.

"1

ed for the inaugural Rolex Men-

design rin where

'

M Centefbrook [QT] Archiwcts

Providencc—based animator

.

and designers worldwide select-

rccentl

May" Hm DfS“”°WS' featunng
Mmthgw On ddle and banjo

-

.

:84

_

'
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-

Meg Mackintosh S0lve—lt—Yourself

"

Jqfdany Wag 0116 Qf vg aftjgts

$Cl1W&b and

LIGIII

_

Sahel Al-Hiyari BAR ofAinn1an,

Bostori Higaslii High School.

BOSIOI1, Cl1Yl6S

t,

I

,88

tality, education and residential
projects in the Northeast.

3"“ ve °the'" b°°kS Sh“ has
completed are on view through
November 3 at risd works
in downtown Providence. Mary
Jane teaches illustration at RISD
and freelanees from her home

and book signing at the Gallery
NYC. Emily

-

l

l

x

Eric Olson GD

Since 2001
has been

director of design at

Brooklyn Academy of Music

*' "

(BAM), producing print and

marketing materials for the innovative nonprot performing
arts center.

Chris Kane IL was leattired
on the cover ofthe Providence

From May to July the Rhode
Island Foundation Gallery

showed She Left Behind N0 Note,
a

group show honoring Perish-

able Theatre's ioth annu

I

Women

al

Work by Kristin Sollenberger

on

just overhauled its

1998, has

with a big portfolio section of

,

identity, web design and motion

the meticulous illustrations for
The Skull Alphabet Book (2002,
Charlesbridge Publishing), with
text by Jerry Pallotta. The winner of two certificates of merit
from the New York Society of

lllllslrlllols"

design at Yale and was recently
NYC Chap

parmilne bask

a

Currently in her nth year as
an a cm for Childmrps book
g

lllllslllllols’ Maggie Byelh
sprinzehs ||_ 1-cccmly

directed a dance performance in
Voice at the Brink
of the New Millennium. The piece was performed at the University
of Architecture and involved collaborations with an Italian singer,

the North

Film

peter ze||e GL
Hollywood studio where he

background design supervisor
The

LL”
colllhs

Fashion deslgnel Liz

educational markets. In the

TX/MFA l99 TX rswmed
to Rhodh Island from hm new
base lll NYC fol all Allgllsl
runway show at The Towers in
l
complete with
Narragansett
'
’

7

ll

QXhibi[@d C35t'gl3-55 Work

Imago Galleries in Palm Desert,
CAL and

the Czech National
.

.

Museum of Fine Arts.

She

,

s

also

the cover artist for the May/
Qh Glass

Art

rent's D]. Since her debut COl-

lemon in

ZOOQ U735

work

.

.

been published in Women

,

s

has
Wear

Daily, Interview, Time and a host

of other

ma-ghzihhs She has
also been selected as one ofOUT

a
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Al

M
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ll
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solo show

“

t

N°Y°mb@Y 27- Next $P"i"€

his Work Wlh hh at the PhlPP5
Center for the Arts in Hudson,

Pete“ Sighhhlrh blown‘

MN‘

glass “Shard Wale” Shhhhi Crhalhd

at Zelle Glass Studio in Minnea15 featured ill
Polls Slnch 1992.
nearly 100 galleries nationwide.

’93

T

'"' "

"

A “S130 I7)’ Mark Callahan PR
was used by the rqck band REM
as a 1arge_SCa1e projection at

the February concert Love Rocks,

benet for the Entertainment

Industry Foundation's National
Cardiovascular Research Initiative. He teaches at the Lamar

Dodd School

by

of Art

at the Uni-

versity of Georgia in Athens

tucker. I-Ie lives in Providence

www.mazamedia.com.

and teaches art at Roger Williams

University in Bristol, RI.
Last spring

,

Gahhrl’ ih h°5h7h through

Michael Rich IL, was featured
at South Wharf Gallery on Nan-

in Virginia Beach,
a

and shows his work on-line at

Robin Cass GL, assistant
professor in the glass program

Jim Russell BAR

of residen-

tial design at Cox, Kliewer +
earned

ll

of paintings

was hired as director

ll

it

'1:~=5* t-wit

is Showing

Sculptural Work In th€ Cum:Lm
show color my world at L attitude

a

In Iuly Searching for Sacred Ground,

L

remarkable

E136 mQd¢|5 and Y\/95 Saint I-all“

gay and lesbian people.

aw“iv Wan,

erent

is

to novelty, trade, license and

magazine. Karen is based in NYC.

F1,
.

Y

Los Angeles alumni club around

'91

luhh 2002 issue

L

i

‘

13-minute short he did

NYC responded to the events

new web site (www.

a

Karen Lamonte GL recently

artist‘s book Our

lily

consi era

of September ii with
acts of kindness.

for

of the Comune di Messina in Sicily.

Ii“,

a

how several Americans outside

Wilder IL
showed members of the RlSD/

a

rivets from nine countries and wr dancers She also had =1 $ummer solo show at Vonicc’s Libreria Patagonia. lrene’s artist’s books
are included in the Art ofthe Book collection at Yale. Harvard’s
Houghton Library, the Hay Library at Brown, the National Gallery
of Art in Washington, DC, and the Archivo di Arte Contemporanea

l

is

from

In lune Lance

magazine s top ioo inuential

X

lm opened in NYC in August
an

NY: 3Stori‘es from America relates

In June Irene Woodbury ’97 IL

“I )l

sex industry. The feature-length

of-Graphic Arm

non-virtual world she lives in
Rivcrdaia NYL

j

person documentary about the

the 2002 ~ o3 academic year,

to promote her artist clients

1

duced and edited Stripped, a first-

this Year {Ch the Glhhlhr NQW
York I-Iospital Association. I Help

iriaggiebyersprinzeles.com)

.

networ k an d ca bl e

productions. He recently pro-

the:

launched

Venice, Italy, based on her

working

Vi“: pmsidem Ofthe

on

family in Worcester, MA, where he
works as a freelance illustrator
and is perhaps best known for
his work in The Icky Bug Book.

graphics work. Scott also teaches

1995,

launched Matter, a design studio
in North Kingston’ R1_ During

Nikki is also working for RISD’s
Design Marketing Collaborative

Ralph llves Wllll his

Skeington.

wide variety of narrative,

a

d ocumentary,

web site (www.iiotclosed.com)

Ralph Masiello ‘B5 IL created

J.

living in NYC since

in

"mole (Juan) Attlas GD and
Ralael Atllas l91 GD lccelllly

member James

Neison Ryland pi-| has been

0fW1’ighliSIOWI1.

founded by Scott Stowell GD

-

a

Rhode Island's TF Green Airport,

"Orig '99 CR

design Studio

-

2

.

PT of Providence and Jungll
N], was included.

9°

)

.

commissioned by RISD Museum

Playwriting testival.

s

for

(6

I

I

30 O
r S ec Ion
sculpture he created for

Ouma

Co.

VA; he recently

private pilot’s license

at Rochester [NY] institute

of Technology, exhibited sculpture this fall at the Wheeler

Gallery in Providence, alongside photographs by Erik

and currently ies a Diamond

Gould, the photographer for

Katana and a Cessna 172.

The RISD Museum.

C__

_

]ewelry work by Jennifer

Kellogg JM was selected for
the 20th Anniversary Smithsonian
Craft Show that ran last April

in Washington, DC. She lives

in NYC.

After

a

year practicing inde~

’96

pendently in Schenectady, NY,

Heather Roslund BAR rejoined fellow alum A.J. Loeffler
’76 BAR at Brooklyn Architects

Gregory Ricci PT

grant by the Rhode Island

Collective (www.hrooklyn-

‘ti

.

architectscom) to Focus on archi-

tecture of the workplace and
NYC housing‘ Hm. past Work

with the rm includes Hell's

Kit—

clien Soiitli; Developing Strategies,

In lunc Brooklymbasd

i999 urban design study spon—
sored by H16 Design Trust for

am“

N'°h°|a$ E"a"s'c“t° PT

on examples olltrompe l'oeil

[ha lerusakm Studio School in

created by African-, Latin— and

Israel In Scplember h began

Portu uese-American artists.

.

leachmg Pamlmg at the Marl”
land Institute College of Art
-

Public Space; the World Trade

in Baltimore"

group exhibition at Brooklyn’s

For aws on

Rocbling Ilall in zooo; and the

PH,

g

I-I

.

A

1998,

where the collec-

tive earned honorable mention.

Lam mm in response to the events of September

76 TX solicited buttons [mm f;1mi|y and friends

Sarah Haske"
-,1

woven and sewn

"0"! hundreds of d0"<>r$-

niece that grew to include 5300 bus
The

111

rm»

B"“"" Pmject became a °°'“'“""ity ‘"tW°rl‘ with 25 "°'“"leer$

sewing in a1U—day marathon that was "humbling and inspirational
’
Sarah says. Her new web site (www.sarahhaskoll.com) has informa
mm about works in p|_og|_eS5 and recent Shows! including Unconmwn
~,-,,,‘eds, New Twists 0,, Text,-is

Am on View in Ju|y and August at The

Currier Gallery of Ari in Manchester,

NH.

Sarah lives in York, ME.

Q

l'W es in Providence.

Paintings by Dan Talbot PT

of Adamsville,

Jennifer Uhrhane

RI, are on view

through November

See

East River Design Ideas Compe-

tition in

.

murals around the state, lociising

h

was t e artist~in—residencc at

.

't'

comm] 66 for the Humam leg
to “identify and explore" public

.

.

a

was recently

awarded an independent research

15

in

a two—

person show at the Wheeler

’95

Gallery in Providence.

Dean Welshman GD worked

Slowing Down arid Deconstructing

Dina Zaccagnini Vincent

with Japanese artist Takashi Miira-

the Moment, a

BGD, senior designer in RISl)’s

kami to design

phy show at the Rhode Island

Design Marketing Collaborative,

winter's Superat exhibition at

Foundation Gallery, included

the Henry Art Gallery in Seattle,

work by McDonald Wright PH

is

returning to RISI) this year

a

poster for last

recent photogra—

to pursue her Master of Arts

where he lives. The piece will

as

in Teaching degree through

also represent the Northwest

arts festival. His photos were also

in Print magazines

featured in August at risdlworks

the Art Education Department.
She is also the

coordinator

Design Annual, due

for CE's Certilicate Program in

later in the fall.

Computer Graphics.

(p. 42)

2002 Regional

part ollthe 2002 Convergence

to be published

in Providence, where he lives

“unions”

and works as a tech in RISD‘s

See

for another tidbit.

Foundation Studies Division.

THIS WINTER IN DOWNTOWN PROVIDENCE

incubator space, including
+ consulting

a

program

specically for design and
entrepreneurs
assistance during the critical stages of new
business growth

ongoing mentoring, networking + connections
access to RISD + Bryant resources through the
Center for Integrative Technologies

financing + marketing advice

+

Business

managed and run
+

Business,

a

ioint

and Rhode
For more

process, call

\

tidings
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It was like something that happens in a fairy tale,”
remembers Kate (Jar-roll) DeGaiwalho ‘O1 GD,
describing her recent collaboration with English
Professor Mike Fink. Having graduated with a love

sk|amff,92

place

PT OFNYC

liattan. Sponsored by

G +

0 Art

(www.;.1,oarton|ine.com). the show
continues through November 15.

'97
Saul Chernick PR showed

.

Round Summit is a play on words and spaces, a
360° book that takes the viewer on a winding tour
from the Armory on North Main Street through
a series of doorways up to Summit Avenue and the
Rochambeau Library on Hope. Each page along the
way evokes a bit of the neighborhood where Herb
and Mike grew up, a folding stage set with pieces
of photographs and Herb’s pen-and-ink people, all
resting on a pavement of letters the two men exchanged over many years. Arching above, DeCar—
valho explains, is an “architectural canopy of trees,

Excel?“ from the Mule Rolmle in

d
f...
t '
th
memory an
0
emp amzmg e con ammen
t
the roots of the arhst
',
Though connected by ties to RISD that span half
two alumni artists have never met.
the
a century,
Everything DeCarvalho learned about her subject
came from his old artwork and letters and the
stories Mike told her. Yet, commissioned to honor
an artist, a friend and a long-gone Providence, DeCarvalho used memory and memorabilia, art and
history to u|timate|y

petition, while Michael s blood
pl-egsum monitor rcmivcd a

h

are featured

in a solo show this fall at the General Consulate of France in Man--

of making paper and books — hands-on processes
she discovered in classes with Professor Jan
Baker— nothing could have suited her better than
Fink’s proposal to create an artist's book in tribute
to his uncle Herb Fink "48 PT, a_retired RISD
professor and active artist now living in Maine.
Fink-the-younger thought he had salvaged everything of value from an old family trunk and was
about to leave the worn-out case at the side of the
road when ii a breeze came along, lifted a lid and
revealed a hidden section” inside. What he found
was a stack of sketches his uncle had made while
growing up in Providence in the 1920s and ’30s—
an evocative cast of characters that now peoples
the pages of DeGarvalho’s book, which is itself
l
'
f't '
a ' tmgly '“"g'°a

wood cityscapes by Sonya

0“

' '

exhibition

the Y¢C‘3nl/“M Z2
the Bronx Musum Olllhi‘ Arts-

l
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.

at Evo

’98 ID, product designers

Design in Middlehury, CT, have
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received high honors for recent
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C°mPeml91l and lhe" deslgn
for the Timex GripClip earned
Silver IDEA award.

'b it t
at‘
n mg H u e 0
the s p irits of two
1:

Elva Parlybok CR
.

.

a lTi1X

.

of €Xp6I']'

the Phadal
g,

P

P

Institute of Contem orar Art

has‘ A $CUlP'

showed Scratch Off the

§€l‘lCll-

rou exhibition including

a
g

P

work l) Max Lawrence PT,
Y
John Freeborn BAR ‘99, Ben
Woodward FAV and other
members

ofthe Philadelphia

ture studio in New Haven, CT,
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